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SARA INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Distribution DATE: 14 June 1979
FROM: George Hoff
DEPT: LSG Engineering Operations
EXT: 231-6524
LOC/MAIL STOP: MR1-2/E78

SUBJ: VENUS TECHNOLOGY REVIEW - 06 JUNE 1979

Attached is a summary of the issues discussed, positions taken,
and decisions made. I have also attached a copy of the slides
presented and handouts prepared for the meeting. The minutes
are highly condensed in order to get this information distrib-
uted in a timely manner. If anyone has corrections or additions
please contact me.

GH/dmc
attachments
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sheana INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

:

TO: Distribution DATE: 14 June 1979
FROM: George Hoff
DEPT: LSG Engineering Operations
EXT: 231-6524
LOC/MAIL STOP: MR1-2/E78

SUBJ: SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION AND DATA REVIEWED AT VENUS TECHNOLOGY
REVIEW 06 JUNE 1979

Attendees

Gordon Bell, Jim Cudmore, U1 FagerquistLSG: Sas Durvasula, George Hoff, Vic Ku,Jud Leonard, Pat Sullivan, Bill Walton,Sultan Zia
Microproducts: Russ Doane
MSD: Brian Croxon
Purchasing: Dan Hamel, Steve Kavicchi
o77: Alan Kotok

Goal for Meeting

Review tradeoffs between three technology alternatives
for Venus: MCA (Motorola), Siemmens 100K ECL array and
100K MSI (Fairchild).
Tradeoff Review included:
1. Prime Vendor Status and second sources
2. Burdened Part Cost (Cost of each type of IC mounted

on tested module)
3. Venus Cost Estimate with each technology
4. Schedule differences
5. Development Cost

Review of Positions
Decision on how to proceed

Review of Data (see slides attached)

The data presented indicated that with a average module cost
estimated ($350 for 8 layers) the MCA approach yielded a pro-

:
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cessor kernel cost of $9695 (5% above goal), versus $11592
(20% above goal) for 100K MSI. Siemmens was significantlymore expensive than the MCA and provides less functionality(36 cells vs. 48 for the MCA) and was excluded.
The cost difference between 100K MSI and the MCA was noted
as not highly significant in the cost of the total system.Pat Sullivan further projected the 100K MST cost could be
brought down to the MCA cost by reducing module cost to $120and application of 24 pin dips in lieu of chip carriers.Fat waS alone in believing that this could be accomplished.Another issue discussed was the value of chip replacement(instead of modules) which Field Service has estimated to beworth $20 million over the life of the product. The MCAwith I 2 L diagnostic logic and sockets maximizes our chancesof reaching this goal.
A review of schedule differences between the 100K MSI approachand the MCA indicated only a slight advantage for 100K MSI
(1 month). This was not generally accepted and the consensus
appeared to be more like 3-6 months based on Comet experience.
The development cost for Venus with MCA was estimated at $14.3million vs. $12.9 million for 100K MSI.

Position Summary

The vendor/second source situation is not optimum for any of
the technologies. Motorola (MCA) looks better than Fairchild
(100K MSI) primarily due to a potential 2nd U.S. source and a
history of more stability as a volume vendor. The fact that
we will not have a qualified part until October is a major
concern. (Hamel) Gordon suggested we exploit this decision
process to secure commitments from Motorola at the senior
Management levels.
The data we have been able to generate to date indicates only
a moderate cost advantage (20%) for the MCA, however, to a
designer the actual potential looks greater. As the designers
learn to use the MCA the cost reduction yield relative to 100K
MSI will increase. The MCA is the choice of the designers
because it is the most competitive solution with the greatest
potential and we have a running start in the CAD tools area.
The MCA also reduces the level of module interconnect required
which should enhance our chances of volume module build by
Digital -- this is critical to Venus. (Durvasula, Hoff, Leonard,
Kotok)
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Pat Sullivan's position that 100K MSI was a better solution
in terms of schedule, risk, and potential cost was not changed
as a result of the discussion above. Pat suggested that a
Hybrid approach of 100K MSI and Siemens arrays for control
might be optimum. Gordon rejected this proposal on the groundsthat it resulted in maximum risk; i.e. we would need to develop
two volume technologies to get Venus to market.
The potential application of 100K MSI for the 2080 was also
discussed. Since the 2080 is less cost sensitive, has lower
volume and critical time to market requirement a different
technology choice may be appropriate. The 2080 could possibly
use multiwire for production relieving the requirement for a
fine line multilayer 100K module. A multiwire 100K MSI approachfor the 2080 would eliminate conflict for both chip layout and
module layout resources between Venus and 2080 in Marlboro.
We need to build up our knowledge in complex design tools and
processes. The oxide isolation process is a critical "next
step" in our pi-polar process development. We must go forward
into advanced technology and drive prices down. (Croxon, Cudmore,
Doane)

The real tradeoff is between the short term and long term. All
indications are that the future is gate array and beyond. We
must stage this product to build the knowledge base for the
next product. We can not skip a technology step and expect to
make a double jump in the next generation machine. The Comet
experience indicates we can expect incremental development
cost and longer time to market (3-6 months), however, this is
the risk we must take to meet the competition. The Venus
schedule and budget must be tested versus what happened on Comet.
(Bell, Fagerquist)

Decision

Gordon's position was to proceed with the design using the MCA.
07D approval and Operations Committee approval must be attained
before the decision is final. Gordon will recommend approval
of the MCA technology for Venus. Gordon also recommended that we
actively pursue putting the Bipolar RAMs also in the sockets as this would
yield a substantial savings in the field service replacement costs.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
U1f Fagerquist DATE: June 11, 1979TO:

Distribution FROM: Bill Green
DEPT: LSI Mfg. & Eng.EXT: 2220
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML1-4 B34

SUBJ: I.C. Technology for Venus

The long range technology objective of the LSI Group may besummarized in two statements:
1. To develop silicon processes that are close to thoseof the industry leaders. This requires continued in-

provements in device density, speed, and power,
2. To develop design processes and tools of a structured(CAD-able) nature that will allow low cost, quick turnaround custom chip design.

In addition to supporting these objectives with PL97 and 98funds, experience dictates that we explore actively opportunitiesto integrate these efforts with product programs. In such pro-grams the reality of the market place more effectively refinesour efforts than is possible elsewhere. This memo will relatethe technology objectives above to the choices you are makingwith respect to Venus and to a lesser extent 20/80.
The alternatives you are examining for the Venus CPU are:

1. 100K MSI
2. Siemens gate array + MSI
3. Motorola gate array + MSI.

Alternative 1 does not in any way support the technology object-ives stated above. Furthermore, it does not leave any residuals -insofar as we can judge - for future machines. We believe, infact, that it merely delays an inevitable move to LSI and probablymakes that step steeper when finally taken. If either alternative
2 or 3 produces an equivalent system, they are much more support-ive of our objectives.
Both alternatives 2 and 3 support the LSI technology objectives.With regard to silicon processes, both the Motorola and Siemens
processes represent a substantial advance over the Comet process.A detailed comparison from available sources shows the two to beliterally identical step by step except for the resistivety of the
starting material. Thus the work already expended on the Motorola
process should contribute equally well to progress on the Siemens
process. Until we know more details, it is not equally clear
whether the equipment ordered for the oxide isolation step is alsouseful. Given the fact that both will take DEC to the same end
point of performance, the maturity of the Siemens process recom-
mends it.
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To illustrate the advantages for future DEC products accruing fromthe acquisition of the process, a simple comparison is made belowbetween the Comet array and a proposed Siemens TTL array.
Y

Comet Siemens

Speed 3-7 ns. 1 ons.

Gates 480 700+
e

Pins 48 64Power 1.6-2.0 W

Such an array might be useful for a next generation Comet.
With regard to CAD process technology, both gate arrays will leadto useful progress. The efforts already expended on the Motorolaarray have been substantial and are essentially complete. No suchwork has been done in DEC on CAD for the Siemens array. This willreguire additional effort to achieve an equivalent posture.
A table is attached to compare the technology for business arrange-ments possible with Siemens and Motorola. The Motorola agreementis known in detail. The Siemens proposal, while remarkably completeon short notice, is yet to be negotiated in detail. Note thatthough the Siemens agreement calls for a royalty while the Motorolaone does not, there is some equivalent offset since we believe weexperience some small price increase on guaranteed business. Froma business point of view neither the cost nor obligations are suf-ficiently different to discriminate between the two.
Summary and Recommendation
The execution of Venus in 100K MSI does not enhance the DEC tech-nology position in LSI nor leave any residuals toward futuresystems. Either gate array proposal supports both LSI silicon anddesign process objectives and builds residuals toward future systems.While both silicon processes are in principle identical, the Siemensprocess is substantially more mature and proven by a reasonableamount of production. As an offset, the CAD to support logic designis more advanced with Motorola. The business positions with bothvendors are nearly equivalent with Motorola representing a broaderpotential as a partner. In summary, the LSI group finds littlesharp distinction between the support for its programs betweenMotorola and Siemens and will support equally either choice.

WBG: cgAttachment (1) :Distribution
cC Gordon Bell

Pat Buffet
Jim Cudmore
Dan Hamel
George Hoff
Ruth Rawa
Rod SchmidtJack Schneider
Bobby Snow
Joe Zeh



Attachment l.

Motorola Siemens

Provides gate array design yes yes
Provides ECL process yes yes
Provides technical consultation yes yes
Gate array business FY81 70% about 50%

FY82 50%
FY83 50%

7

Cash payment

Royalty

Standard Device Business

Unibus license

Other

Provides CAD programs

ECL RAM business

$150,000

no

$5M

yes

preferential
qualification on
new standaYd de-
vice

no

40% FY81-83

about $100,000

about 3% on I.C.'s
produced by DEC

no

no

unknown

yes

not clear
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Loaded cost /pevice
a Ana Lysis

NOT f0Ok om

CHiP 24 PIN
CARRIER iP

GUNMEN 350 50 350 350 120
SOCKET 96 % 96

ars 5.7 B.7 3.7 2 S2
RESISTORS
ASSEMBLY/TEST 78 2 2
DIAGNOSTIC
LOGIC 176 75

TOTAL vat $190.7 $271.7 1010.0 680"
COST/DEVICE 61.0 69.78 6.23 - 4-53

GET ae POMER/DEVICE 5.0: 3.0 4.0 80 °8o

64.0 5.3

Pf. BD.

2 47
160 - 9D

1.€.°8 10% 1088 1354, 328
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DATA PATH TRIAL DESIGNS
RATIO MSI/GATE ARRAY

MCA SIEMENS 100k MCA SIEMENS
VENUS IBOX DATA PATH

VENUS EBOX DATA PATH

VENUS MBOX DATA PATH

DOLPHIN MBOX DATA PATH
CHIP COUNT 17 26+7msi 505 29.7 18.7
DELAY 76 60

CHIP COUNT 13016 13)DELAY (NS) 50
20 8.1
49 58

10) 12

CHIP COUNT 13 80 6.2DELAY 50 57 1.14

CHIP COUNT 8 83 90 11.3 11.3DELAY 30 29 96

CONTROL TRIAL DESIGNS

MULTI-MEM CONTROL
CHIP COUNT 4 6 11 27 18
DELAY 24 22 25 1.04 1.14

KL10 MB CONTROL
CHIP COUNT 5 1.0 19 38 19

MICROSTACK CONTROL
CHIP COUNT .26 5.4 21

IBOX VALID CONTROL
CHIP COUNT 16 32

NOLPHIN BUS INTERFACE
CHIP COUNT 1 17 17

WEIGHTED MEAN FUNCTIONALITY RATIOS

DATA PATH: 1x NCA 8.1x 100K MSI (excluding Dolphin we0x)
1x MCA 1.3x SIEMENS

CONTROL: 1x MCA 26x 100K RSI
1x MCA 1.82 SIEMENS



CPU DESIGNERS POLL

"WHAT PROPORTION OF CHIPS IN A TYPICAL CPU
ARE USED FOR DATA PATH AS OPPOSED TO CONTROL

PAUL BINDER: 1/3 TO 1/2 IS CONTROL

JEFF MITCHELL: ABOUT HALF CONTROL

ALAN KOTOK: ABOUT 50 - 50

KL10 MODULES: 30% RAN
37% CONTROL
33% DATA PATH

780 MODULES: 22% RAM/PRON
44% CONTROL
33% DATA PATH



THEN

EXAMPLE:

IN ORDER TO COMPARE COSTS, WE WANT

THE OVERALL RATIO (R) OF MSI TO GATE

ARRAY CHIPS TO IMPLEMENT EQUAL FUNCTION

FRACTION OF MSI CHIPS NEEDED FOR CONTROL

1 -

Fe
= FRACTION OF MSI CHIPS FOR DATA PATH

RATIO OF CONTROL MSI PER GATE ARRAY..
RATIO OF DATA PATH MSI PER GATE ARRAY

LET

1-F
+

Re Ry R

ReRg

RyF. + RO(1-F.)

GIVEN A 1000-CHIP MSI CPU, HALF CONTROL AND HALF
DATA PATH, HOW MANY MCA'S ARE REQUIRED TO REPLACE IT, ATA
RATIO OF 8.1 FOR DATA PATH AND 26 FOR CONTROL?

DATA PATH MCA'S = 500 / 8.1 62

CONTROL MCA'S = 500 / 26 19

TOTAL MCA'S

OVERALL RATIO (R) 1000 / 81 12.3 :
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LOGIC COST COMPARISON: GOAL $9200

MCA IMPLEMENTATION
USING MARCH 10 ESTIMATES

70 MCA @ $59 $ 4130
235 4K RAM @ $19 4465 °°

BURDENED G
100 1K RAM @ $11 1100 $5/CHIP

100K EQUIVALENT IMPLEMENTATIO
@ FUNCTIONALITY RATIO..= 12.3

$ 9695

861 MSI @ $7 $ 6027
TOTAL RAMS §565

11592
7
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ASSUMPTIONS:

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

8.
9.

16.

MCA VENUS PERT

MCA, 10K Technology
Do all MCA design for breadboard with emulator backupfor failing MCAs.

Maximum of 40 MCA types to do the design.
FY86, 81, 82 loading 18 Engineers and 7 Techniciansfor MCA design.
Start first MCA layout by 15 OCT, 4 pipes in layout.
6 weeks layout time, 4 weeks for calma operation,12 weeks in MOTOROLA for chips.
Breadboard is multiwire and proto is etch.
3 passes to get MCAs right for FCS.

7.

No schedule improvement in MOTOROLA during the firsttwo years.
MCA development cost 80K/MCA.

:

:
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. Assumptions 100K SSI and MSI chips1)

2) Total chip count = 11/780 = 2087
(excluding RAMS and ROMS)

chips

160 chips/module, 4 signal layer/module
Total CPU module count 16

20 weeks per layout, 6 IC designers

3)

4)

5)
BBs are multiwire, Prototypes, Pilots, GCSSystems are etched

6)

Vie Ku
6/12/79
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VENUS PROJECT MAJOR MILESTONES

with MCA with 106K
Conceptual Design Done 7/719 7/79
Specifications Available 9/78 9/79
Complete Data Path Design 2/80 3/80
Complete Control Path Design 5/88 5/80
BB Power On 12/86 9/86
Complete BB Checkout 4/81 12/86
Proto Power On 8/81 6/81
Complete Proto Checkout 19/81 8/81
Eng. Pilot Power On 2/82 12/81

3/82 1/82
DMT, 162 Complete 5/82 3/82
FCS (56%) 5/82 3/82 (1)
FCS (90%) 3/83 9/82
Volume FCS (508) 11/82 9/82°

(1) I PC layout time is 10 weeks instead of 23 weeks, thisdate will be one guartes sooner.

Vie :

6/12/79
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VENUS HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT COST (K) - MCA

Technology 1016 1050 900 200 3166

MCA/tools 500 50 36 -- 589

Release Eng. 46 58 206 lea 404

IPA/HSc50 167 249 70 58 527

Hydra Comm/UR 40 72 58 50. 212

SBI Adaptor 143 263 70 48 524

CAD 193 129 149 100 463

Pysa FY81 FY82 FY83 Total (K)
CPU 782 71001608 2608 2208

327 666 368 72 1297Memory

Total 14.3M

Vie
6/12/79

:



CPU Design
Memory

Technology
Release
IPA/HSC56

Hydra Comm/UR

SBI Adaptor
CAD

FY8O

1590

327

1268

46

167

48

143

183

FY81

2100

609

lloe
58

249

72

263

126

FY82

1769

388

2698

299

76

50

70

248

VENUS HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT COST (K) ~ 108 K

FY83 Total (K)
760 6o09

79 1297

200 3500
190 404

py

48 524

lee 463

50 §27

212:

Total 12.9%

Vie Ku
6/12/79
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7,

8,

CRITERIA

1, SYSTEM COST.

2 A. DESIGN RISK ARRAY

B, SCHEDULE RISK DUE
TO INTERNAL PROBLEMS

C, SCHEDULE RISK
EXTERNAL

3. SECOND SOURCE

4, MANUFACTURABILI TY

A. YIELD

B. CAPACITY

5, SUPPORT CIRCUITS

6, EASE OF ENG,
INTERACTION

DESIRE TO SELL

RELATIONSHIP W/DEC

10

10

10

DECISION MATRIX

TOTAL
SCORE WEIGHTING SCORE

MOTOROLA

2 20

3

3 one

3 15

1 8

1

1

1

1 9

1 19

1 10

SIEMENS
TOTAL

SCORE WEIGHTING SCORE

6

10.

2

3

3

12

30

18

FSC/LOOK
TOTAL

SCORE WEIGHTING SCORE

9 2 16

10 3 30

19 2 30

9 3 27

8 1 8

9 1

9

10 1 10

5 1 5

8 1 8

217

68

2/39

6168

971755

9181888

10 1033

5159

717

414515



9,

10,

11.

12.

13.

CRITERIA

LONG TERM BUSINESS
DIRECTION

EASE OF FUTURE ECL
DESIGN BUSINESS

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

DEC PENETRATION.
(LOW IS GOOD)

CONTRACTUAL EASE

TOTAL SCORE

DECISION MATRIX (CONT'D)

MOTOROLA
TOTAL

SCORE WEIGHTING SCORE

SIEMENS
TOTAL

SCORE WEIGHTING SCORE SCORE -WEIGHTING SCORE

FSC/100K
TOTAL

30% OF MOTOROLA G/A PRODUCTION

50% OF SIEMENS' G/A PRODUCTION

35% OF FSC'S'100K PRODUCTION

W/ 100 ONLY.

10 10 10 1 10 5 5

10 1 10 7 1 7 0 0 0

8 1 8 5 1 5 6 e

10 1 10 6 1 6 6 1 6

DAN HAMEL

1

8 1 810 1 10 1

6

181 171 2

11 JUNE 79
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMd i gital

DATE: May 2, 1979
REV 1: JUNE 13, 1979
FROM: JOHN HACKENBER
DEPT: L.C.E.G.
EXT: 61606
LOC: MR1-2/47

TO: Distribution List
SUBJ: Noise Margin for 1@0K ECL

This memo shows the noise margin when using 100k and/or 10K ECI parts.This study takes into account voltage and temperature differentialsthat may exist in a ECI system.
The Siemens Gate Array will incorporate voltage compensation and
temperature compensation.
The following noise margin study is based on the 160K ECL noise
marging information supplied in the Fairchild ECL Data Bookpublishedin 1977. This memo will follow the same outline as the memo of Nov.
2, 1978 on " System Noise Margin for the Dolphin ECI Logic".
The following graph shows the points for determining noise margin for
the 160K ECL gates:

Vin + INPur NotTAGE - V
~1.010 -0.880

Vow max. -0.880

Vor min, ~L@IO

S Vow Min
VoHA tin. 1.63

Vera fan.
Vou man,

W Inn IGA Vina 1H ear,V fa).
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Guaranteed noise margin (NM) is defined as follows:
(1) NM = V

high level OHA min THA min
_

(2) NM = V - V
low level ILA max OLA max

The above equations do NOT take into account temperature and voltagevaritions in a system. For 1€9k ECL parts, the tracking rates for theSupply voltages are:

=52 mV/V, and AV =70 mV/VOHV BBV
AV = 35 mV/V, AV

OLV

Av = The change in V due to a change inV .
OHV On EE

AV = The change in V due to a change in Vv.
OLV oL EE

Av = The change in V due to a change inV .
BBV BB EE

Temperature:

The 10k series operates in both still or forced air systems where anaubient temperature of 9 °C to +85°C is maintained. The requiredcooling is determined solely by this ambient temperature requirement.There is no need to maintain a constant temperature throughout the
system. The 100k devices are relatively insensitive to variations in
junction temperature. No power warm-up or moving air cooling is
required to assure the specified device characteristics.
The requied system voltage at Vee pins is -4.2 to -5.7 Volts. With a
load on all outputs of 50 ohms to -2.€ Vanda 3% to a +85°%C
temperature range, the device dc parameter are guaranteed for a
nominal Vee of -4.5 V.

For, 1U6K ECL,
NM 2 128 mV and NM = 135 mv

H I

These numbers are over the temperature range 0% to +85%. If there
are supply voltage differentials between packages, the above noise
margin numbers change.
The magnitude of the output levels and the bias level is larger as the
magnitude of the supply voltage increases. The effects of temperature

increases, the magnitude of the input and output levels get smaller.
From these facts, equation (1) and (2) are modified as follows:
changes are specified in the data sheets. As the temperature
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at smallest magnitude of Vand the highest temp/(3) NM = /V
IHA min EE

-/V at largest magnitude of V
OHA min

and the lowest temp/Ez

(4) N*M =/V at smallest mégnitude of V and the highest temp/OLA max EE

-/V at the largest mag. of V and the lowest temp/ILA max EE

Equations (3) and (4) may be rewritten in terms of temperature and
voltage. :

NM =/V / - [AV ) (QV )+ (AV ) (T -25&) ]
H IHA min BBV L IHAT H

-/V / ~((AV ) (AV )+(AV (25% -T )]
OHA min OHV H OHT

(6) NM =/V / - (AV) &@v )+Av p(T 25%) J
L. OLA max OLV L OIT H

-/V / -((@V ) (AV )+(RV ) (25°C-T ))ILA max BBV H ILAT

(5)

T = Ambient temperature of incoming air to system
L

T = Temperature of air exiting systen.
H

T=T - T = max. temp differential between packages.
H

V = The laryest magnitude of
H EE

V = The smallest magnitude of V .
L EE

VzVvV -5.2 ( or -4.5 V)
H H

5.2 (or -4.5 V)
L

NM = High voltage noise margin in mV.
H

Nu Low voltage noise margin in mV.
L
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obtain noisevariations in

a

The tracking rates can be inserted into equations (5) and

Page 4

{6) tomargin equations for for 106K ECL. Neglect Temperature100K ECL logic.
1) 1OK ECL driving 1€0K ECL

NM = 126- 52(AV ) -35 (AV)
H L H

NM = 135 - 76 (AV) -52 (AV )
L H

The followingvoltages:
is a chart of Noise margin (in mV) for different

The following is a comparison between 10K ECL non-conpensated,compensated, and 160K.

supply

Noltage Tolerance NM NM
H 1

r4.5 +/- 7% 97.56mV 101. 9mvV

R45 +/- 5% 106.4 167.55
R45 +/- 3% 168.2 118.5
5. 2 7% 88.3 90.6+/-
5.2 +/- 5% 97.4 163.3

2 +/- 3% 166.4 115.579

10K ECL
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10K ECL 10K ECL 106K ECL
Non-Compensated Compensated

ogic levels
oh max. -0.819 V -68.816 V -0.889 Voh min. -6.960 V -0.966 V -1.025 VVoha min. ~0.980 V -6.960 V -1.035 V

Vola max. 1.638 V -1.6386 V -1.6190 VVol max. ~1.650 V -1.650 V ~1.629 Vol min. -1. 856 V -1.850 V -1.819 V

Vih max. ~0.810 V -0.816 V -9.880 VViha min. 1.105 V 1.165 V ~1.155 V
Vila max. -1.475 V -1.475 V ~-1.475 VVil min. ~1,850 V -1.859 V -1.819 V
Noise Margin
NM h 125 mV 125 mV 120 mVNM 1 155 mv 155 mV 135 mVNOTE: Voltage differentials and temperature tracking are NOTtaken into consideration here.
Noise Margin
-4.5 V 7%
NM h 92.56 mV

181.9 mvNM 1

-4.5 V 5%
NM h 163.1NM1 111.4
-4.5 V 3%
NM h 198.2

118.5NM 1

:
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Summary of Noise margin study:
The following is the noise margin for each ECL type operatedat it's nominal operating voltage +/- 3% for power distribution,power supply regulation and filtering on modules.

Page 6

10K ECL 10K ECL 100K ECL
Non-Compensatedq Compensated

V 7% Ao'c A26°c A20°cMoh wV53.3 -1.9 mv
14 1 ~

88.341.3 -13.9 96.59
-5.2V 5%
NM h 70 58 101 wV 89 wV 97.4NM 1 46 40 127 121 163.3

NM h 87.4 75.4 165.8 93.8M1 87.1 81.3 135.2 129.3 115.97

NM h 96 84 107 95Nit 1 168 102 138 132

ogic swingVoh max.
Vol min. 1640 mv 1048 mv 935 mV

Voh min. -
Vol max. 690 mv o96 mV 595 mV

ise Time
0% to 86% 1.1 NS 1.0 NS 6.5 NS
% to 100% 1.84 NS 1.67 NS 6.84 NS

2V 3%

166.4

5.2V 2%

ominal 1GK ECL 10K ECL 100K
perating Non~compensated Compensated

Voltages

/- 3% 87.1 mV 19 "C) 105.8 mV (410°C) 108.2 mv
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x

PREFACE

This is a Product Requirements document for VENUS, the VAX-11/780
replacement product. Several other documents on the VENUS productwill be published. Among these are:

1. Preliminary Product Summary (PPS) /Product Contract
2. Project Plans
3. System Plan

4. Product Description and Specification
4

4

5. Business Plan

The objectives of this Product Requirements document are:

l. to specify the attributes of the VENUS product;
2. to identify the marketplace for VENUS;

3. marketplace,
and its product strategy are with the

describe how the VENUS product,
corporate.strategy and objectives;

4. to provide product and market information to every
DIGITAL group involved in the VENUS development and
Marketing;

5. to establish a precedent for creation and
subsequent use of this document and several other
product-related documents that are necessary for
short- and long-term review and control of VENUS
product development and marketing.

Initially this document reiterates the DIGITAL strategy and
objectives for developing and marketing computer products with a
32-bit architecture. Then the market need for a VENUS product is
explained. As part of this, the principal market segments are
identified along with their respective product requirements.
Further breakdown of the market segments is presented relative to
DIGITAL's current organization of the Product Lines. The main
competitors of each Product Line are also noted.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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<

Next the product strategy and objectives are given, that is, the
plans for the VENUS product, what its principal characteristics
are, how it fits in with other DIGITAL products. This is followed
by a list of product requirements with development priorities
specified.
Finally a product assessment denotes the product's market fit, its
competitive goodness, and its positioning and compatibility with
other DIGITAL products. Then the assumptions and risks of product
development and marketing are given.
The last portion of this document, Appendices A through E, contain
general information that is relevant to the VENUS development and
marketing.

a

Note that this Product Requirements document is being published
now to assist in the transfer of VENUS product development from
Tewksbury to Marlborough. As such, the document is somewhat

Lacrsute in Nevember, 1978) was anticipated following the

suspenued temporarily and, inscead, all effort nas been giver to
preparation of this interim Gocument based on data ava.iaole cs o

April 1979. The information gathering tasks will be resumed by
LSG after transfer is complete.

premature. Release of fully updated requirements document
(based on a preliminar draft authored by Peter Conklin and Bernie

This work has beencompletion OL several key information gathering tasks being done
in Mid-range Svstems Product ianagement.

4

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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1.0 OVERVIEW

The corporate strategy is to converge n a 32-bit
architecture by FY85 with the center of business in systems
having MLP less than $250,000. Focus will be given to
development of systems for distributed processing and for
high availability.
Between now and the mid-1980's the marketplace will demand
computer system products that are cost- and
performance-effective, easy to use, secure, highly reliable,
and family oriented. The products must support distributed
processing with interconnections to systems of many vendors
and to packet switched networks. They must be laden with rich
software (languages, data management, utilities,
applications).
The market for VENUS-based systems meeting these product
requirements is divided into five segments:

l. scientific computation
2. real-time computation
3. transaction processing
4. general purpose commercial EDP
5. general purpose timesharing

Digital's Product Line Groups are currently organizied to
serve these segments as follews:

TECHNICAL GROUP --

TOEM: scientific and real-time computation
LDP scientific and real-time computation
MSG real-time computation, general purpose

commercial EDP
ESG : general purpose timesharing, scientific

computation
ECS : general purpose timesharing
GSG : all segments

COMMERCTAL GROUP --

COEM: general purpose commercial EDP
CSI : general purpose commercial EDP,

transaction processing, general
purpose timesharing

MDC + general purpose timesharing, real-time
computation

T&UG: real-time computation, general purpose
timesharing, general purpose
commercial EDP

No analysis has been done for the Product Lines in the
Computer Group and the Customer Services Group.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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VENUS is a product at the high end of the VAX family pyramid
during the FY82-85 timeframe. It will meet the market's
requirements with product development priorities as follows:

#1 - design center at $180K MLP with performance at
3.5 times VAX-11/780

#2 - new I/O architecture based on ICCS, HSC50, and
MERCURY

#3 - SBI capability for -11/780 migration
#4 - FCS in QIFY82; volume in Q2FY82
#5 - entry level system at $99K MLP
#6 - significant RAMP improvements
#7 - system options
#8 - large system

The VENUS system product is an excellent offering to the
traditional Digital markets _ - _ scientific, real-time,
timesharing. For transaction processing and for general
purpose commercial EDP, VENUS will also be a strong product
with the continued development of software products
appropriate to those market segments.

The VENUS system product will be compatible with the VAX

supported, and PDP-11 compatioility mode is maintained.
family architecture. It will use the single VAX family

VAX-11/780 migration isoperating system, VAX/VMS

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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2.0 DIGITAL'S CORPORATE STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES

The corporate strategy is to develop and market computer
products intended for distributed processing systems and for

business will be single-processor systems with a purchase
price below $250,000. While current products are based on
8-, 16-, 32-, and 36-bit architectures, there will be
convergence to a single 32-bit architecture by 1985. The
products based on the latter architecture will be developed
and marketed in a manner that provides maximum protection of
our existing PDP-ll, DECsystem-10, and DECSYSTEM-20 customer
base.

high availability systems. The center of the corporate

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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3.0 THE MARKETPLACE

3.1 Market Requirements
In the FY82-FY85 time frame, the computer systemManufacturers in the EDP industry must offer
products that meet the following requirements:

Cost-~/performance-effective computing enginesDistributed computing capability
Systems with a high degree of data integrity,internal security and protectionEffective system interconnection (DEC to DEC,
DEC to IBM and other mainframes, X25 for
packet switched networks)

4

Non-stop computing capability, fault tolerant
computing (HYDRA-like configurations)
Highly reliable systems
System packaging/operation suitable to an
office environment
System familiness whether or not the
individual systems are physically tied into a
network
Highly apprdachable, easy-to-use systens
whether dedicated to a single application cr
to several different modes of operation
Training and documentation suited to a wide °

variety of end users
fe) Richness of software (languages, data

management, utilities, applications)Availability of skilled services from the
computer system vendor (maintenance, system
design, applications programming help)

It will be necessary for vendors of these products
t0 provide complete and accurate cost-of-ownership
data to the prospective customers in each market
segment. Since the distributed processing style of
computing (with more computing on more data by more
people) will be emphasized for these products, the
amount of mass storage and the number of end user
terminals to be purchased will greatly increase
from present-day levels.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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It will also be necessary to provide prospectivecustomers with comprehensive system performance
data that is specific to their particular use of
the computer system product. As an example, for a
transaction processing application this could be
data on system throughput in terms of the number of
transactions processed per hour based on such
variables as 1) the number of characters in each
transaction, 2) the number and speed of the
communications lines, 3) the number of multi-dropterminals on each line, and 4) the number of disk
accesses per transaction.
A major challenge will be to provide these highly
cost-/performance-effective computing engines for
systems which require neither a sizable staff of
support specialists nor a special operational
environment. This means that the systems must be

* easy to build (dock merge), easy to install
(customer merge), easy to use, and easy to repair
(self-diagnosis, some customer maintenance).
Similarly, the desire of customers to utilize the
computer system as a resource to do a specific job
(rather than to learn how to be system programmers)
and to increase worker productivity puts a great
emphasis on 1) the availability of programming
languages, data management facilties, utilities and
aoplications software, 2) the reduction (and even
elimination) of system and sub-system downtime, and
3) the familiness of systems to ensure that no
learning is required when upgrading to a more
powerful configuration or when adding another
family member to a network.

+

3.2 Market Segments
VENUS-based systems will be capable of meeting the

provide focus for VENUS product development and
marketing, several key market segments can be
identified according to how the VENUS-based systems
are used, what the characteristics are of computer
system products utilized in these market segments,
and who these users are.

Tomarketplace requirements outlined above.

From the perspective of system use, the market
segments for the VENUS product are:

1. Scientific Computation
2. Real-time Computation
3. Transaction Processing
4. General Purpose Commercial EDP
5. General Purpose Timesharing

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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There are characteristics common to the computer
systems utilized in all these segments. These
include:

Easy-to-use, highly approachable,
friendly systems for various levels of
users
Easy-to-use program development tools
Documentation, commands, prompting, error
messages in the language and style of the
end user
System HELP facilities
Internal system security and protection
Large capacity, high-speed mass storageFast backup/restore between disks and
tapes
Storage hierarchies
Data management, data integrity
Support (programming tools, file exchangeutilities) for transfer from other
current DIGITAL products, migration to
future products; system familiness iscritical
Ease of connection to other DEC (DECnet),
IBM, CDC, other networks (X25)
Network transparency to applications
programs and to terminal users
One general purpose operating system with
sufficient extensibility/adaptability to
serve the entire range of market
segments
Systems configurable/tunable to effective
use by a specific market segment (and its
changing needs)
Ease of adding applications packages to
the system
Variety of programming languages
ANSI~standard languages with validated
compilers

O callCommon for all programming
standards, data types, record management,
exception handling, run-time library,
symbolic debugger

O

S/W RAMP support; solid quality assurance
testing
High system reliability -- extensive H/W,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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In addition to the above common characteristics,
each market segment has very specific needs to befulfilled by the VENUS product. By market segment
these are:

3.2.1. Scientific Computation
Multi-user systems
Good interactive performance.
High-speed processing
AccuracyFast, mainframe FORTRAN, PL/1
FORTRAN IV PLUS to match IBM Level H

FORTRAN
Global optimizer (optional during

program development)
APL with file systemVector processor with language

support
Large programs
Sharable programsReliable systems to run large

programs to completion
Mainframe off-loading (ANSI-standard
high performance FORTRAN and PL/1,
ANSI-standard mag tape, virtual
address space)

Multi-system, high-speedinterconnects to other DEC; to
IBM, CDC, and UNIVAC

DECnet, X25
Batch processing (especially when
replacing outmoded IBM systems)

Data management (for large data
files)

Software routines for graphics
displays and plotters

Applications packages (Statistics,
project management/control, math
library)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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3.2.2. Real-time Computation

High-speed processing
Rapid context switching
Low scheduling overhead
Fast interrupt handling (response
to, service of interrupts)Fast I/0

Accuracy
DECnet (for distributed data
acquistion systems)

Microcoded math functions
High availability through
redundancy, ease/transparency of
switchoverFile exchange utility for other DEC
products (especially -11M systems)

Fast, highly-optimized FORTRAN
(optimizer optional during program
development)

PASCAL, PL/1, ADA, CORAL-66 (United
Kingdom), PEARL (Germany)

Fully-supported end-user tcols for
UCS and KMC-11 equivalent

Ease of interfacing and supporting
special devices.

Tools for performance measurement,
system tuning

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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3.2.3. Transaction Processing
Many (10-500) terminals on-line
Simultaneously in a network

Terminal cluster controllers with
down-line load, up-line dump, data
entry/verify, interim storage for
off-line data entryIntelligent communications
subsystems (MERCURY)

TP concurrent with program
development

Multi-drop terminals
Intelligent terminals with down-line
load

Fast COBOL, PL/1
Data managementDistributed data base management,
data base integrity

Hierarchical data storage, archiving
Message control
Forms definition langu&ge (compiler,
denugger)

Connect to DECnet, IBM, X25
Fast, reliable communications
Network transparency to user
terminals, applications programs

High availability (HYDRA-like
configuration)

Journalling
Shadow recordingTransaction roll forward/roll

backward
System-/network-wide data directory

and dictionaryTools for network performance
measurement, load balancing,
tuning, reconfiguring

Easy switchover of TP terminal to
general purpose use (program
development, data inquiry)

Additional operators' consoles

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATIONCONFIDENTIALCOMPANY
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3.2.4. General Purpose Commercial EDP

Multi-user system (production EDP
runs concurrent with interactive
program development, word
processing, on-line applications,RJE to mainframes)

Tools for computer-assisted program
documentationFile design assists

Support for a family of terminals
(dumb to intelligent)

Applications packages (broad rangeof capabilties; ease of
installation, use, support)

Multi-volume disk files
Data managementDistributed data base management
Data integrity
Inquiry language, repor writer
Forms definition language (compiler,
debugger)Limited transaction processing

Journalling
Shadow recordingTransaction roll

backward
Forward/rol

Communication with other mainframes
(IBM, CDC, UNIVAC); connect to
DECnet, X25

Industry standard languages
Fast, mainframe COBOL, PL/1Interactive BASIC
RPG II, BASIC, MUMPS, APL with file
system

SORT with MERGE option
Tools for migration from IBM to DEC
IBM tape handling (including EBCDIC
data)

ANSI-standard tapes (labels,
formats)Disk allocation controls and
reporting

BATCH (scheduling, resource
allocation, reporting)

Job class scheduling
System resource accounting
System-/network-wide data directory

and dictionary

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Office automation (connect to remote
word processors, backup storagefor large documents, document
interchange utility, electronic
mail)

Support of typeset terminals (SCRIBE
editor)

Hierarchical data storage, archiving
System security and protection(e.g., terminals limited to
running a single application)

3.2.5. General Purpose Timesharing
Multi-user system (512 edu terminals
active sumultaneously)

Good interactive performance(especially for on-line
applications; for edit, compile,link/task build, debug/test
process)

Large programsSharable programsInteractive BASIC
Multiple languages (FORTRAN, COBCL,
PL/1, BAS™C, PASCAL, ADA, RPG II,
BLISS, APL. MUMPS, ALGOL)

Fast compilersFast syntax checkers for all
languagesFlexible BATCH, spooler queuesFile exchange utilities

Data management
Inquiry language
Report writer
Resource allocation, quotas,
scheduling

System resource accounting
Dynamic working set size selection
Applications packages (especially

~ CAI, school administration,
project management/control; broad
range of capabilities; ease of
installation, use, support)

Tools for host development of small
systems (DEC) software

Software for graphics displays and
plotters

Connect to other mainframes (IBM,
CDC, UNIVAC)

DECnet, X25
Scientific computationOffice automation

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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. 3.3 DIGITAL'S Marketing Groups

If we now consider the current organization of
DIGITAL'S Product Line Marketing Groups, it is
possible to identify several of the users
(customers) within each of these segments and to
denote those customers with requirements spanning
two or more market segments. Mainly the Technical
and Commercial Groups have been studied because of
the applicability of VENUS to their Product Lines.
Further study should be done especially with the
Word Processing, Computer Special Systems, and
Graphic Arts Product Lines.
3.3.1. TECHNICAL GROUP

a TOEM, Technical OEM.

Their users are involved with
a. flight training simulation --

real-time computation
b. power monitoring -- real-time

computation (high-availability
systems)seismic explorationscientific compucation

d. aerospace systems -- real-time
Ce

and scientific computation -

(familiness is required)
Potential new users are those
in industrial automation and in telephone
and data communications (both real-time
computation).
TOEM sees competition from SEL,
Interdata, Harris (all in-flight
simulation), Modcomp (power monitoring),
and PRIME and the mainframe vendors (in
seismic and aerospace).
LDP, Laboratory Products
Their users, primarily doing scientific
and real-time computation, are involved.
with

a. U.S. and foreign government
research

b. university research
energy research

d. industrial research
e. simulation (sensor-based and

modeling)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Competition is mainly from SEL, Harris,
and Interdata. CDC will remain strong
competition since there are many systems
(6400, 6600, 7600s especially in energy)
to be off-loaded or even replaced by one
Or more VENUS systems.

MSG, Medical Systems
Their users are

a. medical OEMs -- real-time
computation (high availability
systems)

b. medical administration --

general purpose commercial EDP
(patient billing, report
generation, financial
applications)

With medical OEM's the main competition
comes from IBM, Data General and
Honeywell. Hewlett-Packard is becoming
very active in this area. In medical
administration the strongest compecizters
are NCR.

ESG, Engineering systems
Their users specialize in

a. aerospace design
b. automotive design
Cc. chemical engineering
d. electronic/electrical design
e. engineering consultingf. architectural and engineering

design
A general purpose timesharing system is
required with strength in the area of
scientific computation.

Competition comes mainly from Data
General, Hewlett-Packard, PRIME, CDC, and
IBM. Sometimes Harris and Interdata are
seen.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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ECS, Education
Their users, always conscious of system
price, prefer a general purpose
timesharing system for large numbers of
users with specialties as noted:

a. school district students --

BASIC programs (small-scale
problem solving, little I/0);
good text editors, fast
compile, debuggers for program
development; not production.

b. university students --

technically sophisticated; more
FORTRAN than BASIC; neavy text
editing; large, complex FORTRAN
and COBOL programs.
university departments --

varietv of languages; some
large FORTRAN programs.

d. school administration -- RJE
required installed main
came; hign performance I2C5OL,

some data Management;
administrative usage is
growing; on-line, interactive
applications; need application
packages.

e. private college administration
and students -- good COBOL and
data Management plus
applications packages for
administration; students need
BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL.

The competitors of ECS are IBM, Harris,
PRIME, Hewlett-Packard.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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GSG, Government Systems
Their users are from every organizationwithin Federal governments around the
world. The needs of these users cover
every market segment described above. In
the United States, particular emphasis is
given to users in

a. military intelligence --

scientific and real-time
computation; extensive PDP-11
experience to migrate.

b. civilian agencies -- with
competitive procurements and
long systems lifetime (5-8
years), systems require wide
range of capabilities and lowlife cycle cost; interface to
other mainframes (IBM, CDC,
UNIVAC).

Generally, the competitors of GSG are
IBM, Univac and Honeywell. SEL also does
considerable U.S. Government business.
For yovernments in countries outside the
U.S., competition is usually seen from
any vendor native to the country.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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COEM, Commercial OEM

Their users acquire systems intended for
operation with specialized applications
packages, e.g., business office
management (wages and payroll, accounts
payable, general ledger), customer
billing, order entry and inventory
control, sales analysis. Many of these
systems are sold to small manufacturing
and distribution companies and to
lawyers, accountants, physicians, and
dentists.
Competition for COEM comes primarily from
IBM, Wang, and Basic Four in addition to
DG and HP oems.

CSI, Commercial Service Industries

4

Their users work in
a. banks, insurance companies,financial institutions
b. data services companies

transportation companies
da. State and local government
e. retail business
. service business

Many of these users require general
purpose commercial EDP systems. A
low-cost subset of the general purpose
system can be geared to users in the
small business community. Transaction
processing is becoming extremely
important to these users as is real-time
computation for communications and
sensor-based applications. Data service
companies are interested in general
purpose timesharing.
Competition is very strong from IBM at
the account level. Other competitors are
Hewlett~Packard, Data General, Honeywell,
Tandem, NCR, PRIME, Computer Automation,
and Burroughs. .

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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MDC, Manufacturing Distribution and
Control
Their users are found in

a. manufacturing companies
b. process industries

Required is a general purpose timesharing
system to be used mainly for host
development of software for smaller
based production systems running RSX-11M
or RSX-11S. This general purpose system
Must have a good FORTRAN with an
easy-to-use file system plus COBOL for
data processing activities such as
inventory control and materials
scheduling. Real-time computation is
becoming a requirement for more of these
users.

-11

Competitors for MDC are IBM, Tandem, SEL,
Perkin-Elmer (Interdata), and Harris.
Hewlett-Packard is beginning to enter
this market area.

TsUG, Telzphone & Utilities
Their users are involved with

a. telephone equipmentManufacturers -- real-time
computation, general purpose
timesharing for development of
specialized applications (e.g.,traffic monitoring, billing
data collection, repair order
administration)

b. operating telephone companies
-- general purpose commercial
EDP with emphasis on
communications with IBM
mainframes.

Competition comes from Interdata,
Hewlett-Packard are competitors in the
Operating companies. Tandem is a
potential competitor.

a especially at Bell Labs. IBM and
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PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS

PRODUCT STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES
VENUS

7

VENUS is a high performance computer system product which
implements the VAX-ll architecture and runs the VAX/VMS
operating system with its associated layered software
products. The MLP ($) design center of VENUS is the same as
that of the VAX-11/780. Increased system performance is
achieved by applying state-of-the-art technology (e.g.,
Mosaic ECL Array Technology) to the VAX-11 architecture.
In the FY82-FY85 timeframe VENUS is at the top of a pyramidof VAX family distributed data processing products in termsof

general purpose computing capability,cost and performance
ease of interconnection to and strict
compatibility with all other members of
the pyramid.

. VENUS .
(replaces

VAX-11/780)

NEBULA

LSI-VAX

VENUS will remain as a product offering until FY87 although a
new, higher performance processor might be introduced in the -

FY85/86 timeframe.
As the VAX-11/780 replacement, the VENUS product is
consistent with the corporate strategy which calls for a

fashion which is consistent with the corporate goal calling
for concentration on systems priced at $250,000 or less.

Furthermore,single 32-bit system architecture by 1985.
VENUS will augment the VAX family of 32-bit products in a

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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In a single processor configuration or in distributed
processing configurations, VENUS provides the functional base
for scientific and real-time computations, transaction
processing, general purpose commercial EDP, and general
Purpose timesharing. VENUS can also be utilized in HYDRA
multi-processor configurations (high availability, non-stop
computing systems).
VENUS systems comply with the constraint of having VAX/VMS
serve as the single operating system for the entire VAX
family. A vast array of layered software products (Such as
COBOL, FORTRAN, DATA BASE MANAGEMENT), system options (such
as TRANSACTION PROCESSING, HIGH AVAILABILITY modules), and
applications will be offered. These will be VAX/VMS system
add-ons in much the same fashion as, for example, disk and
tape hardware sub-systems are field add-ons at an existing
customer installation.

a
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VENUS REQUIREMENTSPRODUCT

» PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS

The VENUS system product will satisfy the market requirements
outlined above. Priorities to guide the development of this
product are given below (in descending order of importance):

The

co

Design center at $180K MLP with performance at
3.5 times VAX-11/780
New I/O architecture based on ICCS, HSC50, and
MERCURY

SBI capability for -11/730 migration
FCS in QIFY82; volume in Q2FY82

Entry level system at $99K MLP

Significant RAMP improvements

System options
Large system

lities d functions be develored for
accord : orit are

tne following chart.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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$o----- - +

| ENTRY LEVEL {DESIGN CENTER
SYSTEM * SYSTEM *

| LARGE SYSTEM | MAX. CONFIG.
+ +

*Vector Processor none none 1 1

| removable | or fixed/ fixed or | fixed or
removable | fixed/ fixed/

removable | removable
T60076250 | 2 x 6250 | 4 x 6250

none bpi, 125ips | bpi, 200ips | bpi, 200ips |

Line Printer none none 1

Card Reader none none 1

Cabinetry, single single

On-line

VAX/7VMS yes yes yes yes

MLP $99K $180K TBD TBD

yes yes yes yesCPU with CIS
warm floating
point (includes
G and 8)

1MBECC MOS Memory 4MB 6MB 2MB

2 x 40-50MB, 600MB fixed | 4 x 600MB, 4 x 600MB, |

Disks

Mag tape
Console with
terminal plus dual
load device yes yes yesyes

8 8Asynch lines 128 (MERCURY) 1512 (MERCURY)

1

1

SBI none none none

Ic
yes yes yesRemote diagnostics | yesconsole port

power supplies cabinet cabinet TBDTBD
w/exp.space w/exp.space

yes yes yes yesdiagnostics, UETP

Languages any any a
(not. in $180K)

*Note expansion possibilities under discussion of Priority #1 and #5.
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PRIORITY #1: Design center at $180K MLP with performance at
3.5 times VAX-11/780.

With an MLP of $180K, the system transfer cost is $40K (based
on MU=4.5).
The basic components of this dock merge system product are:

CPU with CIS and warm floating point
(including G and 8)

4MB ECC MOS memory
6 00MB disk mass storage; fixed Or
fixed/removable media

1600/6250 bpi, 125 ips magnetic tape
subsystemConsole, including terminal and dual load
device for software patches, software
distribution

8 asynchronous lines
IccS 1/0 bus
Remote diagnostics with console port
Cabinetry, power supplies
On-line diagnostics, UETP
VAX/VMS operating system (language licenses

not included in the $180%)
Expansion svace in this single cabinet for

4MB ECC MOS menory (additicnal)
24 asynchronous lines (additional)
1 line printer
1 card reader
6-8 synchronous lines
1 accelerator (FORTRAN or COBOL)

Note that the $180K MLP covers the pre-wiring
for these expansion components only and not
the components themselves.

The configuration rules for this design center system and for
all other VENUS-based systems must be easily stated and must
be subject to easy verification by all sales people.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Performance at 3.5 times VAX-11/780
FORTRAN and COBOL --

The best FORTRAN and COBOL performance must be

FORTRAN 3032 370/168
COBOL 3032 370/168

This performance can be achieved via accelerators or any
other engineering option.
When these high-performance capabilities are removed from the
system, the performance is at the 3031 or 370/158 level.
FORTRAN is measured using the Whetstone and SP1lll benchmark
programs. The performance for data types F, D=G, and H
should each meet these goals compared to the corresponding
IBM data types.
COBOL is measured using the U.S. Steel and Profile benchmark
programs. The performance for display, binary, and index
subscripts and for trailing overpunched and packed decimal
Gata should each meet these goals compared to the
corresponding I8M measures.

Real-time --

Times for context switching, CALL, and response to/service of
interrupts must be at least 3 times faster than the speedier
of COMET and VAX-11/780.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Throughput --

Memory bandwidth for VENUS must be at least 30MB/second with
access times much faster than those of the -11/780. Further,
a VENUS system configured with the new ICCS I/O bus must be
capable of handling the equivalent of 4 UNIBUSes plus 8
MASSBUSes in addition to the maximum allowable number of
intersystem connections. This assumes that the ICCS bus also
supports (via MERCURY) line printer, card reader,
asynchronous and synchronous communications lines, customer
real-time devices, and slow-speed mass storage units. For
availability reasons, it must be possible to configure a
single VENUS system with at least two ICCS busses.

Delays in development --

Should the time to market goal not be met, it is required
that all performance specifications given above will increase
by 30% per year.

Availability of performance data --
a

An extensive set of performance measurements tasks must be
agne to provide data t - is relevant t 2 customers in the

be completed with cesults available by the time of VENUS
product announcement. Such performance measurement projects
must continue throughout the lifetime of VENUS in response to
its changing environment (e.g., in terms of new DIGITAL
products and competitors' new offerings).

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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PRIORITY $2: New I/O architecture based on ICCS, HSC50, and
MERCURY

VENUS will have the new I/O architecture based on the ICCS
bus, the HSC50 mass storage controller for disk and tape, and
the MERCURY intelligent communications subsystem for
asynchronous and synchronous lines and for unit record
equipment.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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PRIORITY #3: SBI capability for -11/780 migration
To facilitate migration of the current VAX-11/780 customers
to VENUS, ports for UNIBUS and MASSBUS devices must be
provided via the SBI interface.
Under the above two priorities (ICCS and SBI capabilities),
the various i/o configurations for VENUS systems and the
priorities for their development are:

+ ICCs#1
CPU

+

For the design center system and the entry level system.
This must be available at FCS.

#2 + SBI
| CPU [----~----------------------

+
+ +

UBA | MBA |

+ +

+

For -11/780 customers wanting an upgrade to a
system with 2 more vowerful central processor but
with support for existing peripheral devices (via
the UBA and/or MBA). This must be available at
FCS.

#3 + Iccs +
| CPU |

| cpu |

+
+

+ IcCS $o------+

+

CPU

For customers with a distributed processing
connections among intelligent subsystems. These
high availability, high reliability systems will
be suited for transaction processing, real-time
computation, and general purpose timesharing

configuration is part of the VENUS/HYDRA
configuration and must be available at FCS.

operation comprised of high-performance

This I/ooff-loaded from mainframe.
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#4 SBI

CPU
rccs+

For customers (especially OEM) needing a system
with a link to the past (via the SBI) and to
newly-developed products (via the ICCS).
#5 + SBI4

CPU
+ SBI

Again for -11/780 customers wanting a more
powerful central processor but with increased i/o
performance using existing peripheral devices.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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PRIORITY #4: FCS in QIFY82; volume in Q2FY82

The VAX-11/780 product was announced in October, 1977
with FCS in December, 1977 (Q2FY78). Assuming the need
for a replacement product every 3-4 years, the desired
announcement date for the VENUS product is Q3 or Q4FY81.First customer shipments will follow in QIFY82. Volume
shipments will be reached by Q2FY82.
To summarize the key dates for VENUS:

Announcement of design center product Q3/Q4FY81First customer shipment (FCS) QIFY82
Volume availability Q2FY82Availability of

Entry level system FCS + 3 months
Vector processor FCS + 6 months
Large system FCS + 9 months
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PRIORITY €5: Entry level system at $99K MLP

The entry level system is aimed at cost-sensitive
applications. At a $99K MLP, this system permits a
marketing campaign based on pure system cost. With an
MLP of $99K, the system transfer cost is $22K (based on
MU = 4.5).
The entry level system is bounded. Expansion is allowed
but only at a price which does not disturb the product's
design center business.
The basic components of this dock merge system are:

CPU with CIS and warm floating point(including G and #)
1MB ECC MOS memory
2 x 40/50 MB ea. disk drives (removable media)
Console, including terminal and dual load
device for software patches, software
distribution

8 asynchronous lines
Iccs 1/0 bus
Remote diagnostics with console port
Cabinetry, power suppliesOn-line diaunostics. UETP
VAX/VMS operating system with license for one
language

Expansion space in this single cabinet for
1MB ECC MOS memory (additional)
8 asynchronous lines (additional)
1 line printer
1 card reader
6 x 40/50MB ea. disk drives (removable
media)

2 synchronous lines
1 accelerator (FORTRAN or COBOL)

Note that the $99K MLP covers the pre-wiring
for these expansion components only and not
the components themselves.
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PRIORITY #6: Significant RAMP improvements

VENUS development must expand on the RAMP designed and
implemented for the VAX-11/780. The BMC of the
resulting product must not exceed 1.5% of its transfer
cost. RAMP plans should include software warranty andinstallation cost goals. RAMP must be considered
according to the customer's perception of a total
system, e.g., Are spares available when needed? Can
troubleshooting be done without taking the entire system
down? Is field software support responsive? Did the
system product undergo enough quality assurance testing?

Improved RAMP is necessary for at least two reasons:

1. Customers are demanding highly reliable
systems. They are becoming increasinglyintolerant of computer system
interruptions which wreak havoc
throughout their organization.

2. With the growth of distributed data
processing systems, customers will see
growing maintenance costs for the many
system processing units that are spread
across a wide geographical area.
Customers will not pay these high service
costs. Furthermore, system vendors will
be unable to provide a sufficient (and
large) number of capable service
personnel for such maintenance.

For VENUS, undetected failures must be minimized, and
the total unrecovered system crash rate must be reduced.
The latter includes all crashes attributed to
environmental causes, operational procedures, software,
hardware, and unexplained failures.
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The MTBF must be increased significantly from that of
the -11/780. Further, the total unproductive time per
year must be reduced drastically. This includes, but is
not limited to,

l. hardware preventive maintenance
2. software updates and maintenance
3. disk backup operations
4. emergency system maintenance
5. time spent waiting for parts
6. the ambiguous time during repetitive and

forundetected failures (especiallyservice calls which do not isolate the
problem cause)

It is expected that reducing non-productive time will
require significant changes in overational and service
philosophies.
As part of the VENUS RAMP, consideration should be given
to those features available from the HYDRA learning
exverience. Examples are redundant power supplies and
fanz plus devices with redundant access paths.
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_ PRIORITY #7: System options
To meet the requirements of the marketplace, the VENUS
system product will have several options as listed
below. These options must be included in VENUS from the
start of product design and development. Availability
to the marketplace is noted here as "FCS+n" in months.

Hardware --

(FCS+9) 32MB max. ECC MOS memory (system total)
(FCS+12) busses: max. of 4 ICCS
(FCS+12) max. of 2 SBI each with up to

2 UBAs plus 4 MBAs
(FCS) disks: 600 MB, fixed media

optional dual channel access for both
(FCS+9) tapes: 6250 bpi, 200 ips, auto load, radial

bus, dual channel access (optional)

(FCS+3) 40-80 MB, removable media

(FCS) 1600/6250 bpi, 125 ips
(FCS) unit record equipment: line printer (IBM

quality, VFU, DMA)
(FCS) card reader (DMA)
(FCS) processor options: FORTRAN (acceierator)
{FCS) COBC (accelerator)
(FCS+5)
(FCS) UCS, YMC 'or

(FCS) VT100-based terminals
(FCS) PDT terminals

Communications --

(FCS) DECnet

lines

7 a

(FCS) M (including COMET
snared memory systems)

(FCS) DR780
(FCS) terminals: multi-drop terminals for TP

(FCS) GIGI terminal
(FCS) Typeset terminals
(FCS) terminal clusters

(FCS) X25
(FCS) Interconnect to IBM, CDC, UNIVAC
(FCS) MERCURY communications controller
(FCS) DMA/buffered asynchronous and synchronous

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Software (native mode) --

(FCS) SORT/MERGE (FCS) Interactive BASIC-PLUS
(FCS) APL with file system (FCS) BASIC-PLUS~2
(FCS) PL/1 ( ? ) ADA
(FCS) PASCAL (FCS) CORAL-66
(FCS) BLISS-32 ( ? PEARL
(FCS) RPG II (FCS) MUMPS
? ) ALGOL ? LISP

Note for all new languages: compliance with existing
ANSI-standard language specifications; validated compilers.
(FCS) Symbolic debuggers for all languages
(FCS) Language support for vector processor
(FCS) DBMS-32
(FCS) DATATRIEVE-32 (inquiry language, report writer)
(FCS) TRAX-32
(FCS) Forms language compiler, debugger
(FCS) Message control with transaction roll

forward/backward, journalling, shadow recording
(FCS) Multi-volume disk files
(FCS) ANSI-standard mag tape handling routines
(FCS) IBM mag tape handling
(FCS) Routines for graphics displays and plotters
(FOS) Math library
(FCS) Routines for performance measurement, ~etwork tuning,

applications program tuning
(FCS) System resource accounting
(FCS) Resource allocation, quotas, scheduling (especially by

JOB class); all in BATCH also
remote word processors, backup storage for large
documents, document interchange utility, electronic

(FCS) Support routines for office automation (interface to

mail)
utilities)(FCS) Routines for RSTS migration (emulators, conversion

(FCS) Cross-system development for RSX-11M, -11S, RT2.

General --

(FCS) Node in a HYDRA configuration
(FCS) 512 simultaneous educational users (BASIC-PLUS on

single-processor system)

NEBULA, HYDRA, FONZ, SCS, PDT.
(FCS) Additional operator consoles

(FCS) System-/network-wide data dictionary, data directory
(FCS) H/W, S/W support of all devices on 11/780, COMET,
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PRIORITY #8: Large system

The components of this system are:

CPU with CIS and warm floating point (including G and
H)

16MB ECC MOS memory
4 x 600 MB disk mass storage; fixed or fixed/removable
media; dual channel access

2 x 6250 bpi, 200 ips magnetic tape; auto load; dual
channel access

Console, including terminal and dual load device forsoftware patches, software distribution
128 asynchronous lines (MERCURY)
2 x ICCS I/O bus with two (2) ICCS ports connected to
VENUS, COMET, or NEBULA processors

2 synchronous lines to IBM or CDC (MERCURY)
1 line printer (MERCURY)l card reader (MERCURY)Vector processor
Remote diagnostics with console port
Cabinetry, power suppliesOn-line diagnostics, UETP
VAX/VMS operating system with FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/1,
BASIC, DBMS, PASCAL
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6.0 PRODUCT ASSESSMENT

6.1 Market Fitness and Competitive Goodness

The potential for success of the VENUS system product inits marketplace is summarized below:
MARKET SEGMENT ASSESSMENT

Scientific Computation Excellent
Real-time Computation Excellent
Transaction Processing Very Good
General Purpose Commercial EDP Very Good
General Purpose Timesharing Excellent

Against the competitive products either currentlyoffered in the market or else known to be under
development for release during VENUS' product life,
VENUS should be a very strong performer for DIGITAL,
especially in the traditional market segments(scientific, real-time, general purpose timesharing).
The challenge will be to achieve the same level of
excelience for transaction processing and for general
Ourpose commercial EDP. By and large, success here
depends upon our ability

1. 'to develop a considerable number of
software products in time for the VENUS
announcement and shipment;

2. to gain TP and commercial experience and
to build a reputation as a viable vendor
of high-end commercial-oriented products;

3. to understand how to win a sizable share
of these two markets which are now
dominated by extremely strong,
well-entrenched competition.

Particular attention must be given here to the
competitive challenge of IBM in all our market
segments. With the coming H-series to complement
their current 4300-series, the 8100, and the
System/38, IBM will appear to have a comprehensive
product offering aimed specifically at the
distributed processing marketplace. The best
resources of DIGITAL will be required to beat back
this challenge with a rich array of products that
can win wide customer acceptance.
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6. 2 VAX Family Product Positioning
As stated earlier, VENUS is at the top of a pyramid
of VAX family distributed processing products. A
brief description of each product is given below.

VENUS High end of the VAX family.
VAX-11/780 replacement.
Top of distributed computers
hierarchy.General purpose capabilities for
Scientific and Real-time Computation,
Commercial Data Processing, Time
Sharing, BATCH.

Basic system optimized for $180K sale
price.

Configurable in high availability
topelcgies (HYDRA).Attack product for new customers and
PDP-11 customers in the $150K-$300K
average systems range.

tition for VENUS is
IBM 303X, 370, 4300
Cpc Cyber
Burroughs
NCR
Honeywell
SEL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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COMET/HYDRA

NEBULA

Mid-range VAX family product at center of
corporate business ($50K-S80K) for
Single processor applications.

Main product for distributed data
processing host machine at the
department/group level.

Tailored by application of VMS software
options to Scientific Computation,
Commercial Data Processing, Real-time
Computation, Time-sharing, or
Transaction Processing environment.

Attack product for new customers and
PDP-11 customers in the $50K-$150K
range.Attack product for non-stop systems.

Migrate low end of 11/780 business, some
of 11/74-MP business, and top end of
11/44.

Competition for COMET/HYDRA is:
IBM Low end 370, 4331
HP 3000
DG M600
$230
DG 32-bit
Tandem
Interdata
SEL

Low end VAX family product.
Optimized for $25K systems range.
Tailored to specific application by
packaging VMS options.

Attack product for new customers and
PDP-ll customers in the $20K-$50K
range.

Migrate bulk of 11/34, 11/44 business.

Competition for NEBULA is:
IBM Series 1, 8100
HP 3000, HP 1000
DG $250 + New Series
PRIME
Microdata
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LSI/VAX Very low end VAX family product.
Optimized for personal, lab, and office

use .
$8-S10K system.
Bottom of the distributed data processing
pyramid.Tailored to a specific function by
packaging of VMS (sysgen out
functions).

Migration for 11/04, LSI-11 business;co-exist with PDP-11 bounded systems.

Competition for LSI/VAX is:
DG Micro Nova
HP desk top
MicrodataIntel
Wang

Compatibility with DIGITAL Systems
The key compatibility issues relative to VENUS
product deveiopment are:
4 YAX family ned.

2. The strategy of one operating system, VAL/MS,
is maintained.

3. VENUS supports SBI ports to allow connection
(with no changes) to the MA780 and DR780.

4. UNIBUS and MASSBUS ports are provided to
facilitate migration of the current -11/780
customer base.

5. The new ICCS I/O bus structure is implemented
in a uniform fashion across all family
members.

6. The PDP-1l compatibility mode is maintained as
in the -11/780.

7. It is possible to use the library of VAX
diagnostics unchanged for all existing
devices.

8. RSX-11M compatibility is maintained in
emulator mode.
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9. There is a continued convergence on a singleon-disk structure (ODS II), file access
method (RMS), and command language (DCL).

10. Tools will be developed to support VENUS-based
RT-11 development of software for PDT clusters
and the FONZ and also SCS-11 host development.

6.4 Product Development Assumptions
The VENUS product development assumes that VAX/VMSis the one operating system maintained for the
entire family. Further, the VAX familyarchitecture is maintained, and all implementations
are consistent throughout the family.
In this product development, emphasis is placed on
languages, data management, communications, ease of
use, and system availability. VENUS is suitable as
a node in a HYDRA configuration. DECnet is an
integral and critical part of the VENUS product.
X25 and interconnects to IBM, CDC, UNIVAC are
integrated into continued VAX/VMS development.

Tailoring of hard-are sroducts to VENUS
marketplace is achie 4 by adding layers software
products and/cr booc-time selecting VAX/VMS as
appropriate.

6.5 Product Development Risks
A major risk involves timely development of several
software products required especially by the

significant challenge of this product development
is being met today. Major software development
projects are currently underway. Others are in the
planning stages and require corporate funding and
commitment of resources.

Thecommercial-oriented market segments.

The design center and entry level systems depend on
the availability of mass storage subsystems (disk

cost-/performance-effective than our current
product offerings.
and tape) that are significantly more
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VENUS is the first DIGITAL product scheduled to use
the Mosaic ECL Array technology. Originally VENUS
development plans had included the opportunity to
learn from the DOLPHIN experience with the MCAs.
Their extensive diagnostic capability will
contribute heavily to achievement of VENUS' higher
RAMP goals.
To achieve the higher RAMP goals, significant
changes must be made in the philosophies governinghardware/software design and implementation and
system support in the field.
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APPENDIX A: VENUS Systems

Representative configurations of VENUS systems are:

l. 1MB memory 4. 16MB MemoryIccS bus 2 x ICCS bus
2 x RL04 via UDA 4 x RP08 via HSC
8 asynchronous lines 4 x TU78
VMS + one language 128 lines (MERCURY)
$99K MLP (entry level system) VMS

2. 2MB memory 5. 2 x System #2
SBI 1 MA780 with 1MB
RM/RA80 via. MBA memory (esp. for
TU77 OEM)
8 lines
VMS

3. 4MB memory 6. 2 x System #4 with
Ices bus 256 lines total
RP08 via HSC (this is VENUS/
TU78 HYDRA)
8 lines
VMS (no languages)
$180K MLP (design center)
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APPENDIX B: Preliminary Product Forecasts and Assumptions
In late December 1978 Al Avery and Peter Conklin prepared a
forecast of VENUS units covering FY82-FY85. The forecast amounts
for all high-end mid-range systems (-11/70, -11/74, -11/780, and
VENUS) were derived and appear here with the assumptions of the
forecasting exercise.

FORECAST

730

Corp. NOR ($G) 1.44 1.87 2.43 3.16 4.11 5.34 6.94 9.02

15% of NOR ($M) 216 280 365 475 615 800 1040 1350

Units:
11/70 + 11/74 1400 1800 1800 1600 i000 300 5

11/789 35 550 1500 21300 1509

VENUS 0 0 0 0 400 1800 3600 5900

TOTAL UNITS _-_ 1435 2350 2800 3100 3200 3800 4600 6300

Discount:

11/70 + /74 (%) 15 --

11/780 + VENUS (%) 11 il 11 13 15 12 12 14

. NOR:

11/70 + /74 ($M) 180 260 260 230 145 70 15 0

/780 + VENUS ($M) 6 117 220 325 470 730 1025 1350

TOTAL NOR ($M) 186 377 480 555 615 800 1040 1350

79 80 81 82 83 84 85

:

2: :
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a e

APPENDIX B: (continued)

ASSUMPTIONS

1. High-end Packaged Systems = 15% of corporate NOR.

2. Corporate NOR grows at 30%/year compounded.

3. By the beginning of FY81, 11/780 has sufficient commercial
functionality to pick up the high-end 11/70 commercial
business.a

4. DEC will have learned by the beginning of FY81 how to
penetrate high-functionality commercial business.

5. No 16-bit products beyond 11/74 will be developed at the high
end ($).

6. VENUS FCS = Q2/82; has all functionality: 3X performance @

+15% MLP. (NOTE: now are FCS = QIFY82, Vol. =
92FV32, 3.5 x -11/780 verformance.)

7. VENUS is new market attack preduct; 11/780's continue to be
built in whatever volumes are required to satisfy customer
demands, namely, no great forced migration from /780's to
VENUS.

8. OEM's and TELCO continue to buy high-end midi systems.
9. Discounts: 11/70 and 11/74 = 15% flat

10. Add-on business = 15% of average of previous two years NOR.

ll. This forecast addresses the Mid-range Systems contribution to
corporate NOR. Large Systems Group will be responsible for
an updated forecast based on VENUS' replacement of current
LSG products.

12. No analysis has been made here by the Product Lines to
determine how the volume given above can be achieved.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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APPENDIX C: Comparison Prices and Costs for VAX-11/780

. 'Given here are the configuration, price, cost and BMC of VAX-11/780
packaged systems.

FY80 FY80 FY80
Est.

MLP Transfer BMC
DESCRIPTION (M.U.) Cost (% XFER)

VAX-11/780 System, 512KB memory, $134,600 $ 26,600 $748
2 x RKO? (28 MB ea.), 8 asynch. (x5.1) (2.8%)
comm. lines, and virtual memory
operating system software.
VAX-11/780 System, 512KB memory, 167,000 36,100 783
RM03 disk pack (67MB), TE16 (x4.6) (2.2%)
magnetic tape (1600/8000 bpi,
45 ips), 8 asynch. comm. lines,
and virtual memory operating
system software

VAX-11/780 System, 512KB memory, 177,000 40,700 843
RM03 disk pack (67MB), TU77 (x4.3) (2.1%)
magnetic tape (1600/800 bpi,
125 ips), 8 asvnch. comm. lines,
and virtual memory overating
system software.

Magnetic tape (1600/800 bpi,
45 ips), 8 asynch. comm. lines,
and virtual memory operating
system software.

Magnetic tape (1600/800 bpi,
125 ips), 8 asynch. comm. lines,
and virtual memory operating
system software.

VAX-11/780 System, 1MB memory, 207,000 42,800 937
RP06 disk pack (176 MB), TE16 (x4.8) (2.2%)

VAX-11/780 System, IMB memory, 217,000 46,500 997
(x4.7) (2.1%)RP06 disk pack (176MB) TU77

"ONIBUS" VAX-11/780 System, 256KB 99,800 25,300 698
(x3.9) (2.7%)

8 asynch. comm. lines, and virtual
fhemory operating system software.
(system subject. to corporate approval)

memory, RK07 (28 MB ea.)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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VENUS PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS

PENDIX E: Related Documentation

Existing documents that are useful for anyone working in VENUS
product development and marketing are listed below:

1. VENUS Project Proposal (27 Dec. 1978)Contact Steve Jenkins, TW/C04, DIN #247-2395.
2. VENUS Product Description (20 Jan. 1979)Contact Steve Jenkins
3. VENUS Impact Statement (13 Feb. 1979)Contact Don Ames, TW/A02, DIN #247-2517.
4. VENUS Software Plans (10 Apr. 1979)Contact Peter Conklin, TW/A08, DIN #247-2119.
5. VAX/VMS R2.0 Requirements Document (Sept. 1978)Contact Kathryn Norris, TW/A0 8, DTN #247-2580.
6. System plan for VAX/VMS (10 Jan. 1979)Contact Joe Carchidi, TW/D08, DIN #247-2251

7. VAY va/VMS RELEASE TWO Project Plan (9 Feb. 1979)
ntact Trevor Porter, TW.003, DIN $247-2262

8, Commercial Market Product Requirements (March 1979}
Contact Roger Cady, MK1-1/E25, DIN #264-5045.

9. NEBULA Product Requirements (Feb. 1979)
Contact Lou Philippon, TW/A08, DTN #247-2860.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Design Review Attendees DATE: March 12, 1980
FROM: Sultan M. Zia
DepT: L.S.E.G.
EXT: 6277
LOC/MAIL STOP: MR1-2/E47

SUBJECT: MEETING REMINDER

This memo is to confirm the Venus Technology Design Review meeting
scheduled for Wednesday, March 19, 1980, from 2:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M., in
the DEC1LO Conference Room.

Attached is a copy of the agenda and some reading material on the Venus

technology effort.

Attachment



VENUS TECHNOLOGY REVIEW - AGENDA

1. OVERVIEW SULTAN ZIA 2:00 - 2:15

2. PACKAGING JIM MCELROY 2:15 = 3:30
3. POWER SYSTEM/ CHUCK BUTALA

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL DERRICK CHIN 3:30 4:15

4. MCA BILL WALTON 4:15 - 5:00
FEED BACK & WRAP UP 9:00 = 3:30



MAR 13 10004, ETH
o IGITAL! [NTEROPFICE MEMORANDUM
FERRE PEEL EEEEE

TO: Gordon Bell DATE: March 13, 1933
FROM: Sultan M. Zia
DEPT: LS EG
LOC: MR1-2/E47
EXT: 231-5277

SU8J: VENUS TECHNOLOGY CONCEPT REVIEW

Gordon,

I am holding this meeting on March 19, 1939, (it is in your
calender) to review with key technical people in the corporation
the basic design concepts that we are using in areas of packaging,
power system and environmental controls. Also, we will be updating
the reviewers on the status of the MCA,

We hope that you can make it to the meeting.
Sw@ltan M. Zia

Attachment
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C. MACRO PLACEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

The Vec current is divided between the two Vee pins. If
an imaginary line is drawn between pin 43 and 9, the Vee
current to the top half of the array comes from pin 60

while the Vee Current to the bottom half of the array is
connected to pin 26. When placing the macros in the array
approximately half should be placed in upper or lower half.
The bias network looks at the current in the lower half to
determine proper bias voltages. In order to maintain the

guaranteed noise margins, the power (due to Vee current)
in the upper half of the array should be within 10% of
the lower half.
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follower. The library in Appendix A designates all
macro inputs that go to an input follower with an *.

The reason for the compensation network is to insure
that the input will not oscillate due to negative in-
put impedance. No compensation network is required on

macro inputs that are not connected to a bonding pad.

There are 26 possible outputs from the array that must be

connected to bonding pad pins 1 through 24 (not including
pins 3, 9, 15, and 20) and pins 62 through 68 (not pin 66).
If the array contains less than 26 outputs, then these pins
can be used as inputs. The output emitter followers of the
qutput cells are located next to these bonding pad pins.
Pins 67, 68, 1, 2, 16, 17, 18, and 19 have two emitter fol-
lowers at each pad. The driver of macro 016 or 017 (trans-
ceiver) can be routed from any output cell to one of the
above pins in order to drive 50 or 25 ohm loads to -2 volts.
All other macros can drive 50 ohms to -2 volts. Note that
transistors Q6 and Q7 in Figure 9 are actually located near
the bonding pad.

Figure 20 shows the location of the output emitter followers
(OEF) from the output cell next to the bonding pads. Also
shown is the location of the 100K ohm load resistors (L),
and the compensation networks (RC)
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B. EXTERNAL PIN USAGE

Figure 10 shows the pin configuration of the Macrocell

Array. There are eight power pins and 60 logic pins.
The ground, Vccg for the output followers of the Output
cells is separated from the ground Vcc, for the rest of
the logic. The current supplied to Vec is rather constant
while the current supplied to Vecg changes when outputs
are switching. The Vee and Veco pins should be connected

together to a good ground outside the package similar to

normal MECL 10K grounding.

There is an input compensation network and a 100K ohm

input pull down resistor located next to each of 36 bond-

ing pads. (pins 24 through 62, not including pin 26, 43,

and 60). There is also a 100K ohm input pull down resis-
tor located next to pins 4, 5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 21, 22, 23,

63, 64, and 65. There is a total of 48 100K ohm input

pull down resistors with each located next to a bonding

pad as indicated above. These resistors can be connected

to their respective pad if it is used as an input soa that

an unconnected input pin will automatically be held ina
logic low state. The input compensation network should

be connected to its respective bonding pad pin if it is

connected to an input
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IV. MACROCELL ARRAY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A. UNUSED INPUTS

Unused inputs in the array will automatically be forced

to a low voltage (logic "0") by the CAD system (the in-
put base is shorted to the emitter). There are no special
provisions for praviding a high voltage (logic "1") on

an unused input. A logic "1" can be generated using a

Spare inverter from an interface on major cell.
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The driver of the transceiver macros can drive 25 ohm

or 50 ohm load resistors to -2 volts with a low voltage
output, Voz, in the cut-off mode, of -2 volts. The

average power dissipation of the output transistor for
the transceiver driver is 20mw for 25 ohm load or 10mw

for 50 ohm load. The power dissipation of the receiver
follower can be calculated by multiplying 5.2 volts
times the output follower current.

The fan-in for the output macros is shown in parenthesis

(in Appendix A). Normally, the fan-in is 3 for the upper

tree input and 1 for the lower tree input. An exception
is the inputs of the transceiver driver where the fan-in

is 3. The upper tree input normally has to switch 3.5ma,

while the input follower has to switch Ima.
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An output (Y1) js also available for driving internal
loads. This Output can be selected with an output
follower current of 1 or 2ma.

Figure 9 shows a Schematic of the transceiver macro 016.
The current source for the driver is 8ma and the input
follower current is éma. A diode jis not placed in series
with the input Follower of the driver since it is nota
Series gated function and soft saturation cannot occur.
The output transistors Q6 and Q7 are located near the
bonding pad and not in the output cell. When the Y out-
Put of the cell is Connected to the bonding pad via the
CAD system, the collector of Q4 is actually routed to
the bases of Q6 and Q7 with the emitters connected to
the bonding pad. The load resistor, R4, is Placed out-
Side the Package. For the receiver, the current source
is 3.5ma. The Qutput emitter follower Current of the
receiver can be selected for QO, 1, or 2ma.

The typical Power dissipation, PO, specifiag in Appendix
A does not include the Output follower. Since the load
resistor is Placed outside the Macrocel] Array Package,
only the Power of. the Output transistor need be calcy-
lated. For 59 ohm terminations to -2 volts, the average
power dissipation for the output transistor 1Smw
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C. QUTPUT CELL

The 26 output cells are located around the right half
periphery of the array as shown in Figure 2. The out-

put cell is used to interface to logic outside the chip

by providing 50 ohm and 25 ohm drive capability. The

output cell library (shown in Appendix A) provides macros

with a similar logic capability as an interface cell
(about % the logic capability of the major cell).

Each output cell contains 15 transistors and 16 resis-
tors as shown in Figure 8. These components are connected

together on first layer metal to form logic functions with

'one full series gated structure. Two partial series gated

structures can be formed in one cell for the transceiver

macro functions.

The current source for output cell macros 001 through 015

ig 3.5ma. The circuit configuration for a latch is similar

to the interface configuration shown in Figure 7 except

that only one output is available and resistor Ri is zero.

The output emitter follower is located near the bonding pad.

The input follower current is Ima instead of .5ma (R8 and

R9 in Figure 7). A diode, Q13, in Figure 7, is connected

in series with the input follower on all lower level inputs

(marked with *) of macros 091 through 015.
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combinations. Very useful macros like 105, 196, I97,
and [19 (where one input is inverted)are not available
in standard logic families. Macros [06 and I97 together
can be used to form al of 4 decoder similar to M45 ex-
cept an enable line is. not present. Macros I13 and 114

together can be used to form a flip flop similar to M31.
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If both outputs are used an output follower current of
-5 or ima may be selected in the CAD system. An output
that is not used will not have a pulldown resistor. If
only one output is used a 2ma current can be selected
when driving a high number of fan-ins (>6) in order to

minimize propagation delay degradation. A .5ma current
can be used in non-critical delay paths. Note that the

outputs are actually buffered through the output emitter
follawers (Q3 and Q4) and are nat fed back directly as

shown in the logic equivalent diagram.

The typical power dissipation, PD, specified in Appendix

A does not include the output follower since different
current values can be specified. The power dissipation
of the output follower can be calculated by multiplying
5.2 volts times the output follower current.

The logic power of series gating can again be shown in

Figure 7. The latch can be formed with only one series

gated structure with a logic equivalent of four gates.

Clamp transistors are not required in the interface

macros since collector dotting occurs in only one series

gated structure. All the inputs of the macros in the

Interface cell library have a fan-in of 1. Oual gate

functions are also available in the library in numerous
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tog, from the D input' to the Q or @ output is 1.3ns

while the delay, tpg*, from the El or E2 input to the

Qor 9 is 1.6ns. These values are for a lma output

follower current (at R6 and R7) driving a fan-in of 3.

The asterisk at the El and E2 input denote they are

connected to an input follower which connects to the

Tower portion of the series gated current tree. The

current source is lma which is formed by Q15 and R10.

The bias voltages are the same as the major cells.

The input followers, Qil and Q12, have an input follower
current of .oma. A diode, Q13, is placed in series with
the input follower to insure that soft saturation cannot

occur when interfacing to signals off the chip under

worst case conditions. The diode increases the propaga-
tion delay by 100ps. Transistor Q14 is required to

translate Vggl (due to the diode, Q13) with a current of
-5ma through resistor R9.

For the latch, Q and Q are actually fed back to both

sides of the differential amplifier, Q5 and Q6, in order
to insure reliable operation. The logic equivalent shows

only the Q output being fed back. Due to the feedback,
a total of Ima of current flows through R4 and R5.
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B. INTERFACE CELL

The 32 interface cells are located around the left half
periphery of the array as shown in Figure 2. In addi-
tion to input buffering, the interface cells provide
about one-fourth the logic capability of the major cells.
These cells can be utilized for input interfacing and to

provide extra logic power within the array.

Interface cell macro outputs (as well as major cell
macro outputs) can only be connected to internal macro

inputs. These outputs do not have enough drive capa-

bility to drive signals off the chip. Only outputs from

Output cell macros can drive 50 ohm or 25 ohm loads.

Each interface cell contains 17 transistors and 13 re-

sistors as shown in Figure 6. These components are

connected together on first layer metal to form logic
functions with one full series gated structure. Two

partial series gated structures can be formed in one

cell for dual gate macro functions. The Interface Cell

Library in Appendix A lists the 14 macros and their

characteristics.

Figure 7 illustrates the interconnection of the compo-

nents to form a latch. The maximum propagation delay,
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Emitter dotting of output transistors forms a wired-QR

logic function. Emitter dotting of up to four outputs
is allowed between cells in the array for a 2ma output
follower current. Two outputs can be wired-ORed for a

ima output follower current.

The fan-in for each input when greater than one is also
specified in Appendix A. For the circuit shown in Fig-
ure 5, the fan-in of all inputs is 1 even though some

inputs go to more than one base. When an input goes to
two different bases at the top of one current tree, the
fan-in (as far as propagation delay degradation is con-
cerned) is considered to be 1. The reason is that the
input driving the two bases has to switch a maximum of
lma since only Ima can flow into the current source Q17
[If an input is connected to two different current trees
(2 series gated structures) then the fan-in is specified
as 2.

The value of series gating can be seen by the logic
equation for the 4 input exclusive OR gate shown in Fig-
ure 5. To implement this function using gates would re-
quire eight 4-input AND gates plus one 8-input OR gate.
Gates also might be required to form the true and com-
plement of each input. About 40 connections would be
required if gates were used as compared to five connec-
tions for the series gated macro.
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The output drive capability to other macros on the chip
is limited only by propagation delay degradation. Es-

sentially, there is no limit due to OC conditions since
the base current required per fan-in is only 20u amps.

Where performance is a premium a fan out of 12 should

not be exceeded.

The typical power dissipation, PO, specified in Appendix

A does not include the output follower current since dif-
ferent values can be specified. The power dissipation
of the output follower can be calculated by multiplying
5.2 volts times the output follower current.

The logic power of series gating can be easily shown in

Figure 5. Collector dotting in the top of the current

tree (such as collectors Q3, Q5, Q8 and Q10) forms a

wired AND logic function. Transistors Qi and Q2 are

used to clamp the voltage at the bases of Q19 and Q20

when more than lima must be supplied through resistors
R2 and R3. When collectors of two different current

trees are tied together, a clamp transistor is provided

in order to maintain a proper "low" level at the output.

Collector dotting is allowed only within the cell since

any capacitance at the collectors wiil degrade propaga-

tion delays appreciably.
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in Figure 2 while the master bias driver cell is shown

at the bottom of the array. Veg tracks with Veg to

maintain a constant current in the current source.

The input followers, Q11 and Q14, each have an emitter
current of .5ma average for the input at 8 or 0 in the

high or low state. The input follower current jis about

10% higher when the input is in the high state and about
10% lower when the input is in the low state. If the

input follower drives two current trees from one input
follower (such as the clock lines of aD flip flop), the

input follower current is normally ima.

The output follower current (through R8) can be selected
by the designer for 0, .5, 1, or 2ma if two outputs or
less are used per half cell. If four outputs per half
cell are used the current can be selected for 0, .5, or
Ima. A Ima current should be selected if the output is
driving a fan-in of 3 or less in order to maintain the
speed specified. A 2ma current should be selected for
a higher number of fan-ins (>6) in order to minimize
propagation delay degradation. Curves will be available
in the design manual showing the degradation versus fan-
out and output follower current. A .5ma current should
be used, in order to save power, if the delay path is
not critical.



A. MAJOR CELL DESCRIPTION

The major cells in the array comprise the internal area

on the chip and are used for the majority of the logic
capability. Each major cell contains 52 transistors and

48 resistors as shown in Figure 4. These components are

connected together on first layer metal to form logic
functions with four series gated structures operating on

MECL 10K logic levels. Figure 5 illustrates the inter-
connection of the components to form a 4 input Exclusive
OR gate (half cell of M11). The maximum propagation de-

lay, tpd; from the A or C input to the Y output is 1.5ns.

This value is for a lma output follower current (R8) with

the output driving a fan-out of 3. Similiarly, the maxi-

mum propagation delay, tod™> from the 8 or 0 input to the

Y output is 1.8ns. The asterisk at the B and input de-

notes that each input is connected to an input follower

which connects to the Tower level of the series gated

current tree.

Outputs of the major cell macro can only drive inputs of

other macros within the array. The current source for

each current tree (in Figure 5) is ima which is formed

by Q17 and R6 and_Q1i8 and R7. The bias voltages are Vggl=

-2.1 volts, and Vcs* -4.0 volts. The 24 slave bias drivers .

are shown next to the major cells in three different columnset
a ,
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gates. If dual flip flops, M31, were used in all the

major cells (a total of 96 flip flops at 7 gates per flip
flop) instead of full adders, the array would contain 904

equivalent gates. The application example for 8 X 8 2's
complement multiplier (see Application section) contains
888 equivalent gates with a 932 cell utilization.

Although the chip is large good yields are experienced
since most of the chip is composed of metal for intercon-
necting the macros. The total emitter area of the active
devices is the primary concern in determining the yield.

The macrocell array is voltage compensated so that Vee
can range from -5.2 volts +10%. Thus, a system designed
with the macrocell array can operate with a Vege of -4.68
volts resulting in approximately 10% less power at the
same performance.

The maximum operating junction temperature is specified
at 165°C (the same as MECL 10K) with the package capable
of dissipating 5 watts of power. A recommended heat sink
and 1000 LFM of air flow result in a thermal resistance,

Of only 15°C/watt. The ambient temperature range isJA >

0 to 70°C. More on the performance characteristics is
discussed in Section
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SZ
Structual Analysis of Vanus Power Supply Mounting Scheme, Using
compucec Graghic Analysis Methods.

Tatro2.

3y the use of somputar graphic methods, structual analysis can 32
accomplisned accurately and swiftly compared co nand salculation nethods.
Tais reporc will give an example of a structual oroblean, now it was

and show the results obtained.
Structures Problem

The Vanus Power Supply will weigh agpromimately 199 sounds. during
a typical droop tast (DEC STD 192), accelerations 2f 39 to 20 g's
ac2 encountered. The mounting support for the dower sudoly must, than, 52
adle to witnstand 2093 los-force.

The mounting sudpgort (shown in figure 1) consists of Four [-beams.
fn tn2 Eront and in the bacx tha I-beams will be connected
wita steel strips. The I-bean cross section witn dimensions is snown
Selow.

7 4
4ila:

Las"

Tae langth of each [-beam is 42 inches and the axes of tna oeams ar?
Seperated Erom top to bottom by a distance of 7 inches. Tha santerline
of the beams in tne Front are 14 3/4 inches from tha canterlines of
beams in the dack.

Aodaling
To simplify the sonfiguration, a model consisting of the Front half

o the power supply mounting brack2t was constructed. Because af the
limitations of the jrapnics input of the computer tne crass section a€
cn2 Seam was squared



a

1 4

1,25
a

mos

1

1
ve 1

Tha length of the oeams is 42 inches and they ar2 seperated dy7 inches. A jraghics disolay o€ model constructed is shownin figure 2.

Tha modal san be constructed by two graohic nethods. Th? Firstconsists of drawing th2 mod2l Erom a top and side view, dividingit into several elements and inputting the aodes of the alementswith aa elactronic digitizer.
In the second method, a series of bricks can be c oyche computer (the dimensions of which ara inout by the user) andtag oricks can oe sombined using interactive jraphics, enenode2l.

In Figure 2 the beam suoports ar2 shown Sy up arrows and the loads areSnown Sy down arcows. Th2 locations of thase supports and loads werejraphicaliy input and the magnitudes of the Forces were in. TheseForces wer2 one naendred gounds 2ach, tocalling 1933 sounds.
Results

The computer program uses a finite alament method to calculatedisplacements and rotations for each node point and stresses for2acn brick elament. Examples of the computer output ar2 shown inFigures 3 and 4.
Th2 rasults indicate that tae highest stresses in the Aluminum[-beams is adout 4393 psi. The righest stresses in the steel connectingbars is about 5339 psi. 30th of these stresses occur close to theconnecting areas between the st2el connectors and the aluminum I-beamsaad tae walls and aluminum I-beams.



Tha largest deflections occur at the senter of the structure
and Aave magnitudes less than .95 inches.
Conclusions

The tensile strength of the aluminum alloy used is about 43,9593 asi.
A conservative estimate of the yield strength would be about one-nalf
of chis, or 29,009 asi. Since the highest stress ancountered in
toe aluminum I-beam was 4999 asi, the safety factor is 3.

Por the steal connactors the tensile strength is about 75,1399pSi, and tne yield strangth is estimated at 33,593 psi resulting is
in safaty factor of about 7.

These safety factors are quite high and wea Feel scomfortabd
with the capabilities of the mounting supgoort. The high safetyFactors indicate, also, that a radustion in the [-beam cross sectionis possible. Analyses similar to this one nay be done quite

Find the smallest cross section that will support the
Qower supply.

a

John Druke
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DD § SPL
LOAD CASE 1

X-
TRANSLATION

0,0000E-01
2.7090E+04
2.2800E=04
2.2358E"04
0,0000E=01
2.0353F-04

-1.7928E-04
0.0000E-01

"1 ,0834E-04
-1.8605E-05
0.0000E=01
3.8924E-05
6.7817E=04
1.0307E=-03
9.9939F-04
9.0964E-04
6.5141E-04
8.3745E-04
7.0935E=04
6,6548E-04
"9.45486-04
~0.4298E-04
~1.16084E-+03

"9.5317F-04
~3.9997E-05
7.9780E-04
3.9600E-04
3.2209E-04
9.10646-04
1.3706E=03
9.3995F-04
4.00456 +04

AC EME

Y-
PRANSLATION

-2.1910F-05
0,0000E<01
"1.361 3F-05
O,Q000E-01

0.0000K-01
0,0000E-01
264102E"05

0,COGDE-01
0.,0000E
6.1171h-06
-4,8847E-03
-4,1618E-03

-2.8552E=<03
-4,1510E-03
"3.58276-03
-2.825bE+03
-3,5775t-03
-3,584nF-03
"4,1427E-°03
~4.148 36-03
-4.8389E-03
~4,8312E +03
-1.8762b-02
=1, 8870-02
-1.9488b-02
-1 364>f-02
"1 3044b-02
-1 0454b-02
"H 6204F

S 7

F icy. 3

kU A tt

Z-
TRANSLATION

-3.7832t-06
0,0000L-01

2-5873E-05
0,0000E-01
-9,9013E-07
"7.78516 -06
0.0U00E<01"1.7535 -05
3.4506E~04-6.4539-05

228572h-04
"1.2001E-04.
3.1733E-04
3.0 3J60F-04
1.9810F=03
1.5450 -03
1.929 3E-03

1.5195E<+03

1.8875E-03
1.51 358-03
1.34116 -03

3.33046-03
1.6709 -03
6.0229E-04
0.8120-04
6,7829E-04
6.81156 -04

X-
ROTATION

0 00OVR=01
6 O000F-01

0,0000E=-01
0 OOCOE-01
0 JOVOE=01
0 0000-01
0 0000F-01
0
0 OUCOE-001
0 0000E=01
0 OO00E-01
0,0000F-01
0 O000F=+01
0 0000E-01
0.0000E-01
0.0000E-01
0,0000E-01
0.00U0E=01
0,0000E<01
0.00G0E=91
0,0000E=01

0.9000E=-901
0,0U00E=01
0.0000E-01
0,0000E=01
0,0000K=<01

0.0000E-01
0.0000E+01
0.0000E+01

0.0000E+01
0,0000E-010.000001
0,0000F: «01

ROTATION

0,Q000F-01
0.0000F-01
0.000U0E-01
0,0000F-01
0.QU00E-01

0,0000E-01
0,0000E-01
0.0GQ0E-01
0,0000E-01
0.0000F-01
0,0000F<01
0,0000E-01
0,0600E=01
0.000GE=01
_0.0000E-0)
0,0000E-01
0,0000E-01
0.,0000E-01
0,0000E-01
0,0000E-01
.0,0000E-01
0,0000E-01
0.0000E-01
0.0000E-01
0.0000E-01
0.0000F=. |

0.0000E-01
0,0000E-01
0.0000E-01
0.0000F-01
0.0000E-01
0.0000F-01
_9.0000E-01
0.0000F-01
0,0000E-01
0.0000K-91
0.0000K-01

ROFATfOiv3ER

0 ONOOF? OI
0 0N00%=01
0 \OOCE=01
0 O00TE-01
0 OUNTE=0)
0 00)70F-01
0 OOCOE-01
0
0 0200E-0!
0 'O00FE-01
0
0 (Q00R-01
0 O000Ke G1
f? OO0GE=( 1

G,0000E461
t .Q000E-01
0.0000F-01
0.0000E-01
0.0000F-01
0,0000F-01
0.0000E-01
0.0000E"01
0.0000E-01
0.0000E-0!
0.0000E*"
0,0000E-"1
0,0000EA 1

0,0000%-C40,000?-010,00
0,00%% -01
0
Q

0
gO "NQ0E-01
> GOOOE*01
» t000E~01

QO00F=01

bE-04

3
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backpanel:

Ll

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

L9

L19 (grd/pwr)
Lll

L12

L13

L14

L15

L16

(signal)

(grd/pwr)
(grd/pwr)

(signal)
(signal)

(grd/pwr)
(grd/pwr)

(signal)
(signal)

(grd/pwr)

(signal)
(signal)

(grd/pwr)
(grd/pwr)

(signal)

IIISASSTATVIANAASAAT

VISAS SSTSATTTSISTA//fSTAT 1

TTTTISAI SAASSSA

IIISLTTSTS
SISTATSTATSAATT

VIASATSTS
SITTTITATSTSTAT

SISASSTTT
SITTIITISTSSTTT

SASS
SILITSSTSISSASS

ASSTSSS

Page 3

2 0z Cu
FR4 16 mils +/- 1.6

202 Cu
FR4 6 mils +/- 2 mils
2 0z Cu

FR4 16 mils +/- 2
loz Cu
FR4 3.5 mils +/- .5
1 oz Cu
FR4 16 mils +/- 2

202 Cu
FR4 6 mils +/- 2 mils
2 Cu

FR4 16 mils +/- 2
lL oz Cu
FR4 3.5 mils +/- .5
1 oz Cu

FR4 16 mils +/- 2 mils
2 oz Cu
FR4 6 mils +/- 2 mils
2 0z Cu

FR4 16 mils +/- 2
1 oz Cu
FR4 3.5 mils +/- .5loz Cu
FR4 16 mils +/- 2 mils
2 0z Cu
FR4 6 mils +/- 2 mils
202 Cu

FR4 18 mils +/- 1
2 oz Cu

The following is a layup of a 298@ CPU Backpanel and a Venus CPU
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Board Impedance: All signal layers are to be 55 +/- 5 ohms. (ECL)

Board information:
Finished Board Size:

Venus: 17.8" x 16.3"
2086: 17.8" x 22.93"

Finished Board thickness: 186.9 +/- 23.5 mils

Plated-thru-hole size: 40 +3 mils, -4 mils,
A press-fit pin connector (AMP) will be used on this
backplane.
Dielectric constant: I assumed a dielectric constant of

4.5 at 50 MHz for buried signal layers,
4.7 at 56 MHz for surface signal layers.

Etch line width: Ll and L16: 14 +/-1 mils
Buried signal layers: 19 mils

Estimated number of pin to pin connections:
Venus: 2738
2880: 4149

Estimated number of connector pins on the backpanel:
Venus: 6129
2980: 8808



Page 5

vENUS
The following is a layup of the420686 Memory Backpanels

Ll (signal) 202 CuVISTISAA/A FR4 18 mils +/- 1.0
L2

L3

L4

VIITTITISTTSTST
(grd/pwr) 2 oz CuSIGSSTAT FR4 106 milsSISTASTS
(grd/pwr) 2 oz CuVISASASST

FR4 1 mils +/- 1
(Signal) = 2 0z Cu

SSAA

Board Impedance: All signal layers are to be 55 ohms +/- 5 ohms (ECL)
Board information:

Finished Board Size:
2080: 17.8" x 9.47"

Finished Board thickness: Minimum Board Thickness of 93 mils
Plated-thru-hole size: 48 mils + 3 mils, -4 mils
A press-fit pin connector is to be used on this backplane.
Dielectric constant: I assumed a dielectric constant of4.7 at 5@ MHz for surface signal layers.
Etch line width: 14 +/- 1 mils



The following is a layup of the 2686 and Venus I/O Backpanels:

Ll (signal)

L2 (grd/pwr)

L3 (signal)

L4 (grd/Pwr)

L5 (grd/pwr)

L6 (signal)

L7 (grd/pwr)

L8 (signal)

Board Impedance: 89 ohms

Board information:

=

ASSTLIISAASATS
VISITSATTTILIASSST

(TTL)

Finished board Size:

Finished Board thickness:
Plated-thru-hole size:
Dielectric Constant:

Etch line width: 8 mils +/- 2 mils

3.1" x 17.8"
9.5" x 20.5"

4.7

2OZ Cu
FR4 15 mils +/- 2.0
2 0z Cu

FR4 20 mils +/- 2
1 oz Cu
FR4 20 mils +/- 2

2 02 Cu

FR4 19 mils +/- 2
20z Cu

FR4 29 mils +/- 2
1 oz Cu
FR4 28 mils +/- 2

20z Cu

FR4 15 mils +/- 2
20z Cu

135.6 mils +/~ 14 mils
46 mils +3 mils, -4 mils

I assumed a dielectric constant of

Page 6

VISTAS AAA
TISISIASATSSATA

VISITAS SASS

Venus:
2086:
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+!digital! MEMORANDUM
+

+-

+-
DATE: July 9, 1979
FROM: JOHN HACKENBERG 4

DEPT' LCEG
EXT: 6196
LOC: MR1-2/E47

TO: Distribution List
Subj: Number of MCA's per Extended Hex Board for Venus

The following method was used to determine the component count for
an extended Hex module. This method is used by Andy Matthews to
determine component count for any given type board, but I modifiedit to handle termination of ECL signals.
The method goes as follows:

A) Determine what components go into a cell. A cell in the
case of the MCA consists of one MCA, two bypass capacitors fer"5.2 volts, two ten resistor networks, and four bypasscapacitiors for the resistor networks (for -2.0 volts). See
figure l.
B) Determine the number of channnels that are needed in the"X" and y" directions. The etch connection length betweencells is one horizontal and one vertical channel.

1) For 58 mil etch spacing (center-to-center etch
Spacing), assume that 59% of available channels are usable
when routing a PC board. Therefore, from the 58 mil
spacing and 50% utilization of available channels, thereis 1 channel per #.1 inch for signal connections.
2) Determine the number of signal connections that must berouted between cells. First, sum up all components (IC's)pins, multiply by 89%, and multiply by 2/3 (equation (1)).
connections between cells. For ECL logic which containsterminators, count the number of terminators per cell anddivide by two (equation (2)). This converts terminatorconnections within a cell to equivalent cell to cellconnections. Terminators on ECL boards have their sourcelocated within the cell. Sum up the IC signal connectioncount plus the equivalent terminator Signal count

This gives you the number of channels or signal

(equation (3)). This is the number of channels needed ineach "X" and "Y" direction.
(1) Pic * 9.8 * 9.665 = Cc
(2) Tr f2=Cr
(3) Co + Cr = Ct
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Pic = Total number of IC pins per cell
Cc = Channels per cell for ICs
Tr = Total number of terminators per cell
Cr = equivalent cell to cell channels For

resistors
Ct = Total number of channels per cell

C) From the cell size, you know how many channels are
available using a 50% utilization of all channels. Remember
that you need the same number of channels in each direction,x" and "yn

D) For a given number of signal layers, the following is the
process for determining how many components that can be placed
on a given board.

1) Determine how many signal layers you have available for
eacn routing direction. This is usally one-half the total
number of signal layers for the board being used (equation(4)). Divide the number of layers in a given direction
into the number of channels that are needed for routing in
each direction (equation(5)). This gives you the number
of channels per signal layer. Now figure out how much
board real estate is needed (using 59% utilization of
expanded cell size) for the new cell size. This procedure
must be repeated for the other direction.
(4)

(5) Ct / Cl = Cpl

2= C1

Ct = Total number of channels percell per routing direction
Cl = Number of signal layers per given routingdirection
Cpl = Number of channels per layer for a given

direction
2) An extended hex board has 168 square inches of routable
real estate. Subtract from the routable area of the board
the real estate required for a stiffener and storage
capacitors. The remaining beard real estate is the area
in which components can be placed. Divide the cell size
from paragraph O-1 into the remaining board real estate,
this gives you the number of component that can be place
on a given PC board.

Ra / Ca = No. of components per board(6)
Routable area in square inches
Cell are in square inches

Ra
Ca

For an extended hex module having 4 signal layers, 39 MCAS can be
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routed on the board. If the extended hex has 2 signal layers,
then only 16 MCAs can be routed on the board.
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DATE: Feb. 3, 1935
FROA: JOHN HACKENBERS
DEPT: L.C.E.G.
EXT: 3135
LOC: MR1-2/E47

fO: VENUS Tachnical Distribution List
Subj: Number of Ground Pins Required Per Extended TPI Yodul2 for

13K ECL Logic as used in the VENUS Systen

me

Extended TRI osoard is the same physical dimension as t h @ COMET boardwhich tnree finjer paddles instead of six as a es the axtendadhex, foe axtended TRI will be used in th2 Venus syst?
fo detarmine the number of ground pins needed for each individual
poarcd, use tne Following formulas:

9.254 + 9.53 = N

A = Number of 59 chm Finger pins which ar2 switchingin the same diraction and N i min 32 ns of aachorner.
3 = Number of 25 ohm Finger pins which are switchingin the same diraction and within 3 ns ofother.
N = Total number of ground pins for 53 and 25

oom finger pins which are switching in the samedirection and within 3 ns of 247 other

4

{If N axceeds 33, then the number of ground pins needed is
N- 53 = Y

Y = toe number of additional yround pins need2d for a yimodule.

The additional jyround pins must be avanly distributed across thefinyer pins.
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layer board for TTL.

fo
coemponencs, dececmine
component area for

estate areas saall

om density
cae amount of a

eacn package
noc

cwo Sigdal layer pe doards which will
ZoliOwing component density may be

omponent Density

contain only TTL logic,use]:

{Component area)
oo" & 3.7")(1

(1.1" « 5.3")
LS5 (L.3" :x 1.9")
35 (1.5" X 1.2")
55 (1.7" 1.3")

Soard with aight mil wide

yan the voemponent

Component Densicy (Cr iponent area)

Package size (WIDTH)

L4 Pid DIP (J.3")
1> DIP (u.3")
25 Pin DIP (J.3")
24 PIN DIP (5.5")
25 PIN DIP (9.3")

A 35 mil geid is used for routing the

Le our sijnal layer boards are used,
L Po poards is as follows:

Puckage size (WIDTH)

L4 PIN DIP (5.3")
13 Pid DIP (9.3")
2) PIN DLP (3.3")
24 PfN DIP (3.9")
25 PIN DIP (J >

7

)

A routing Should be done
densicy gor a Four signal bayer boa
is coucing cest unless someone is joi ng to use

> 9
7:

size.
for a mix

3ce

axceed 150 square

274 x 3.5")
245 (L.1" x 3.5")
75 (L.32" « 7.3")
Lid (2.5" .4 5.3")
95 (L.7" 4 4.3" }

vecify the above component
ave ao plans of doing

43 four signal

of different types of
ssary real estate from the

The sum of 'tha omponent

(
1

cera i : 1

inches.
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For a single module, the slot number is 2liminated.
325

Paddle
pin
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Allocation of finger pins for VENUS nodules:

1) 232 finger pins available
2) 12 pins reserved for +5.9 Volts

Standard +5.9 Volt pins are

AGB Ag4 AQ] AJ2
333 304 891 392

ca4 C91 o92

3) 33 pins reserved for standard ground pins
Standard ground pins are

A07 Al3 A33 A43
ASL A51 A72 A793 432

313 315 323 333 343 351
B31 372 379 332 394

C13 C13 233 C43 c51
c31 C79 232 233
col 723

34

4) One pin is reserved for +12 volts, AjJ2.
raserved for -12 volts, A93.One pin is

3) -5.2 Vand -2.9 V are distributed using AMPS oow2r contacts.
5) fhece ar2 four large ground distribution contacts, e2quivalentto 12 ground pins. Tnerefor2, each 2xtended TXT board has aneyuivalent of 59 ground pins.
7) I no additional ground pins (finger pins) are neaded on ajiven module, there ar2 233 finger pins availabl2 for si jna1

Tt snould be noted that the module to be usad in the VENUS 4as a

T/d.

differant finger pin nomenclature then the axtandad 42x moagul3,use DECA instead of DEC in SUDS. The nomenclature is as follows:
Phere ar2 three IDENTICAL "paddles" labelad "A", "B", and 2achvito 94 "finger pins" labeled 1 thru 94. odd numoered soins ar2 onside 1 and aven numbered pins are on side 2 of nodul>.

Pins labeled
Slot
Pin
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DATE: Dec. 17,1972
FROM: JOHN dAACKENBERG
DEPT: L.C.&.%.
BATS
Loc: MR1-2/847

Venus dardware Engineering

1 :

Density for Vanus TTL PC Boards

vomponeit uensity on a 2ktanded hex module with two Signal layers,
4 fouc layer pe board, is as

Aull a PC DOuccd Doth TYL and ECL logis, IDEAS router
ow only one grid in auto routing. Therefore, a fifty mit

geld is for bota TRL and BCL logic.

Coponents Density (Componens area)

L4 Pid DIP (Leo : Ga")
PIN DIP (3.3") (L.2" « 4.59)

2u PIN DIP (a d1 (L.2" x Li")
24 PiN DiP (9.5") 45 (1.5" X 1.3")

235 PLN DLP (3.5") (1.7" X 1.5")

Componene density for ECL when usiag a two signal layer doara.

size (wID?rH) Component Density (Component

13 PIN DIP (J.3") 135 (L.i" 4 4.2")
20 PIN DIP (6.5") 45 (1.8" X i

a > pin dip aliows for for 3 terminators per packag?.

7

PYL Componene aensicy for a PC beara wich ECL on it:

{f
) L71

53

rr

Comvonent densi for ECL pacitors
A 15 pin dip has three terminal Ors per pacKxage4 1

3

ECL anu swab logic nust be isolated from 2aen ner by
wien cOuting PC doa Ca

a 5 i n
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Example calculation for component density:
58 RAMS (24 PINS) Cell size: 1.5" x .6" = 45 sq in.
Terminators for RAMS
Assume you need 5 terminator packagesCell size: 1.2" x 9.5"= 3 sq in.
18 10K parts Cell size: 1.2" x 1.5"= 9 sq in.

57 sq in.
Available area remaining for MCAs

150 sq in.
- 57 sq in.

93 sq in.
Each MCA requires 5.29 sq inches.
Therefore, 93/5.29 = 17.6 MCAs

The 17 MCAs is reduced to 15 MCAS when the clock driver and etched
delay line are added to the module.



D)

E)

F)

G)

Page 2

Terminators:
1@ per 16 pin DIPCell size: 1.2" x 6.5"

18K ECL:
No MCAs or RAMS
16@ ICs/module
16 pin DIPS plus bypass capacitorIncludes terminators
Cell size: 1.2" x 1.5"

Includes 2 16 pin IC (DIPS) plus
a 10 resistor terminator package

Partitioning of logic must allow for a maximum of 239
signal pins/module.

Assume that the CLOCK DRIVER and ETCHED DELAY LINE
occupy the equivalent space of two MCAS.

Each MCA size equals 2.3" x 2.3".

Maximum power per extended hex module is limited to 174
watts.
No more than 35 watts in any one column as air blows
across components.
Refer to Cliff Lupien memo on cooling of modules for
placements of MCAs and other components on the modules.

MCA = 5 watts
RAMS = 1 watt
1@K = 6.25 to 9.5 watts

Board Density:
Boards which have MCAs require the module next to it, on
the component side, to be on 1.@ inch centers.
Boards which have DIPs require the module next to it, on
the component side, to be on a minimum of 8.5 inch
centers.

To determine component density for a mix of different types of
components, determine the amount of necessary real estate from the
cell size given above. The sum of the component real estate shall
not exceed 158 square inches.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
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DATE: July 17, 1979
FROM: JOHN HACKENBERG
DEPT: L.C.E.G.
EXT: 6196
LOC: MR1-2/E47

TO: Distribution List
Subj: Component and Board Density for Venus (acu
Component density on a extended hex module with four signallayers, an eight layer board, is as follows:

Assume the the following:
Module size: Extended Hex
Number of signal layers: 4
Routeable area: 159 square inches

A) 36 MCAS per Board
No RAMS or jelly bean ICs
Includes bypass capacitors, and two
16 pin (DIP) terminator packages per MCA
Each terminator package has 18 resistors
DOES NOT INCLUDE THE CLOCK DRIVER AND ETCHED DELAY LINE

B) RAMS (lk by 4)
No MCAS or jelly bean ICs
RAMS:

24 pin (DIPs) plus bypass capacitors168 RAMS/Module
No CLOCK DRIVER OR ETCHED DELAY LINE
NO Terminators includedCell size: 1.5" x 0.6"

Terminators:
18 per 16 pin DIPCell size: 1.2" x g.5"

C) RAMS (4k by 1)
No MCAS or jelly bean ICs
RAMS:

18 pin (DIPs) plus bypass Capacitors240 RAMS/Module
No CLOCK DRIVER OR ETCHED DELAY LINE
NO Terminators includedCell size: 1.2" x 9.5"



+- + INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: Jan. 16, 1986
FROM: JOHN HACKENBERG
DEPT: L.C.E.G.
EXT: 6196

digital +

TO: John Belanger .

G. Sankar

LOC: MR1-2/E47

Subj: Preliminary PC and Backpanels Board Specifcations for Venus and

2689

This document specifies the preliminary
boards for
each system.

Venus
requirements for multilayer

and 2088 along with the backpanel specifcation for

I want the Acton Board Technology to comment on the layups of each

board type and return the comments to me as soon as possible.

Note: Acton must specify the correct dielectric constant of the core

and 'B Stage' material for the backpanels so that more accurate layups
can be defined to obtain the correct impedance for the backpanels.

The following layup is for Venus and 2888 PC Boards:

Ll (pads)
3 oz Cu
FR4 4 mils +/- 1.8

IVILTISASSAASAT

VASATTASSSSISTATSSTS FR4 6 mils +/- 2.9

SISA AASSTS

L8 (padS)
3 oz Cu

Material: Base material shall meet UL 94V2 or better requirements.

VISITAS
L2 (signal) loz Cu

VISAS//AAAS FR4 3.5 mils +/- .5

L3 (signal) 1 oz Cu
VIASAT//AAAS FR4 19 mils +/- 1.6

L4 (ground)
_-_ 3 oz Cu

LS (power)
3 oz Cu

VISITASSAS PR4 19 mils +/- 1.8

L6 (signal)
1 oz Cu

VISITS//AAS FR4 3.5 mils +/- .5

L7 (signal)
1 oz Cu

VISITAS TSA FR4 4 mils +/- 1.8

Special ground and power distribution pads are used on layers land 8

which need to be gold and nickel plated.
Board Impedance: 55 +/- 5 ohms (ECL)



Board information:
Finished Board Size:

Venus: Extended Hex
2989: Extended Hex

Finished Board thickness: 54 to 76 mils
Plated-thru-hole size: Standard hole size will

be 49 +/- 3 mils
Dielectric constant: 4.7 +/-@.4 at 50 MHZ

Etch line width: L2 and L7: 18 mils +/- 1 mil
L3 and L6: 12 mils +/= 1 mil

Page 2



MCA PACKAGING FEATURES

CHIP CARRIER

-68 I/0 LEADLESS TYPE "A" (50 MIL t )
- DESIGNED FOR USE IN SOCKETS

-8 4°C/ WATT FOR MCA DIE SIZE
- GOLD OVER NICKEL OVER REFRACTORY METAL

- KEYED CORNER FEATURE

-2 LAYER & 3 LAYER VERSION
- GLASS FRIT SEAL

JC

SOCKET

- STANDARD GRID PINNOUT (.1" )

- SOLDER TAIL
- TOPSIDE PROBING

-100 em CONTACT FORCE

-15 tp. COVER CLOSING FORCE

- KEYED TO CARRIER AND P.C. BOARD

-,003 F/105 urs. CONTACT FAILURE RATE FOR

STRESS RELAXATION @ T, = 68°C
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MCA WITW SOCKET :

Veeco PIN 3
NOTSE EN MILLIVOLTS

PIN 6 A B
CONDITION [SM TED MEASURED

PIN LOM) 105 190 680 20
SWITCHING PINS 12,4, 5,7,8
PIN G HIGH 195 195 73% Fou, LO7
SWITCHING PINS 42,4,5,48
PIN G SWITCHING aq 60

SWLTCHING PINS 42,4,5,6,78 x 3323 777 462

PINS 1,2 SWITCHING AO 397 363 227
PINS 4-5,6,7,8 HIGH

PINS 1.2 SWITCHING US 279 220
PINs 4,656,756 ATGH PIN G LOW)

PINS 12,6 HIGH 75 330 B62 144
PINS 4, 5,7,8 SWITCHING
PINS U2 HiGH, PIN G LOW 5 335 392 205
PINS 45.7.8 SWETcHING

BONDING
WiRme

SIMULATEDIMEASURED

wile)

Ws

MEASURED AND SIMULATED NDISE FOR PIN CALECARRIER

SIMULATED NOISE AT PornTs A,B,C FOR Veco PIN 3 pre SocKet
PIN

1



DISTRIBUTION OF NOISE

Nees PIN 3

BONDING WIRE CYLP CARRIER SOCKET PIN
CONDITION A-B (my) A B-c (mv) A c (mv)

PIN 6 -LOW 30 260 36.6 420
PINS 1.2,46,5,7,8
PIN 6 HIGH By 297 L+O.2 LpO7 552
PINS 1,2,4,5,7,@ SWITCHING

PIN o 16 13-4 39 33-9 60 52.2
PINS ',2,4,5, 7,6 WIGH

PINS 1,2.4,5,7,8 SLITCHIN G 56 6.7 37.7 4-63 55.6

PINS 2a SWITCHING 3.5 156 27.2 227 572
PINS 4, 5,6,7,8 AIGH
PINS 2 SWITCHING 3) 75 \59 28-7 220 53.%
PINS 43,78 PIN 6LOW

PINS 12,6 HIGH { 4 163Lys7 194 52.4
PINS &,5,7,8 SWITCHING
PINS WIGH PING Lous 33 69 \ op 7 28.3 205 52.2
PINS

NOLSE TN MILLEVOLTS AND PERCENTAGES GENERATED
BY BONDING WIRE, CHIP-CARRIER AND SockET, CN Veco PIN 2



MCA WITH SOCKET

Mec PIN GO
NOTSE IN MILLIVOLTS

PIN Low 127 75
SWITCHING PINS
PIN G HIGH 28)
SWITc BING PINS
PIN 6 SWLTCHING 4B 32
PINS HIGH

SWLTCHING PINS 1,2,4,5.67% 327 272 17O

PINS SWITCHING 1\q
PINS 4,5,6,7.% HIGH
PINS 1,2 We 9 74
PINS 45,18 HIGH, PIN LOW

PINS HIGH 194 155 66
PINS &.5,7,8
PINS 14,2 HIGH, Pin Low 10%
PINGS SVITCHING

SIMmVLATED AT POINTS A, FOR Nec PIN GO

CONDITION srmucaArep MEASURED

3



DISTRIBUTION OF NOISE

Nee PIN GO

BONDINGWIRE CALP CARRIER SOCKET PIN

PIN) LOW 22 52 34.4 75 50.3
PINS
PIN @ HIGH 74 26.1 14557 20.3 51.6

PIN, 6 SLOT TCRINIG & 7.6 A 30-8 32. 61-6

PINS 1,2,6,5,6,7,€ SWITCHING 55 6 102 31.2 70 60

PINS 1,2 22 q 4+ 277-2 7 52.5
Pins 4,5,4,%46

27 13-5 +O 27. 74 54.)
PINS a vy, 6 HIGH, PING LOW

64 35.6 24

Pins 1.2 PIN 6 Low 39 26-1 52 26-% '03

CONDITION

PIns 42,4%5,7,8 HIGH

PINS 1,2

Pins 2,6 RIGH
PINS &,5,7,8 SetTcHIng

NOTSE IN AND PERCENTAGES GENERATER
By BoNBING WIRE, CHIP-cARRIEm AnD FOR Nec Prin 6O



McA WLTHOUT SOCKET

Veco PIN 3
NOISE IN MILLLIVOLTS

PIN 6 A B
CONDITION SIMULATED MEASURED

|SIMULATED SIPtLATED MEASURED

FIN Low 75 1890 Bay 474
PINS 1.2,4,5,71.8 SWITCHING
PIN HIGH 135 195 523 470
PINS 42,%5,7,8 STL NG

New PIN 6O
NOISE IN MILLIVOLTS

B

PINS 42,6,5,7,.8 SITCHING

STIMULATED AND MEASURED Norec
ye

CONDITION SIMULATED SIMULATED MEASURED

PIN 6 LOW 213 Vey |

PINS 1,2,4,5,76 SOITCHING
PIN G HIGH 25

ad

ON PING
Neco PIN 3, Nee PIN 60 AY POINTS A, RC4



SIMULATION FOR-Neco BUS SPLIT

Veco PINS
NOLSE tn MILLIVOLTS

CONDITION PING A
FIN @ LOW, ios 74 WhO
PINS
PIN G HIGH 210 762 727 437
PINS 42,6,5,7,8 Susy TCHING
PIN SULTCHING x 120 90
PINS 124,5,7,8 HIGH

&5

Nee PIN 6O
NOLGE IN

A cCONDITION PING B
PIN 6 LOL 126 72.1O5 eo
PINS 1.2,4,5,7,6 SSTTCHINIG
PIN, 6 210 264 152
PINS 1,2,4,5,7,8
PIN 6 x 30
PINS 1,2,4%,5,7,8 NIGH

of



McA WITH SOCKET

4 Veco PIN 3

CAPACTTOR BETWEEN Pornny 22° see MCA SPICE PACT ATTACHED
SHORT N POINTS 2G ANTS 22

7



MCA WITH SOCKET

Mee PIN GO

SIMULATED NOISE TN. MILLI VOLTS
CONDITION PIN 6 A B a

PIN 6 Low
150 222 22% 16GPINS 02,6,5,7,8 SWITCHING

bang CAP BETWEEN Mec Veco

PIN G HIGH
PINS 12,4,5,78 165 260 266
[ue CAP. BETWEEN Vec* Veco
PIn & Low
PINS 42,46,546 150 ~ 162

SHORTED Neo -2 Veca
FIN 6 HIGH
PINIS 42,4,5,7,8 SuitTCHING 165 61 245 4
SHORTED Ver > Veco

CAPACITOR POINTS 2€ AND 22
McA SPICE MODEL ATTACHEDSHORT BEETLE EG N POINTS 28 Anib 22 See



DISTRIBUTION OF NOISE

Neco PIN 3

BONDING WIRE CHEP CARRIER
A a

PIN! & LOW)
PINS 1.2.4,5,7,8 SutTCHING 33 g2 132 53
tut CAP. BETWEEN Wee Nena

;
PRN 6 HIGH
PINS 1.2,4,5,7,8 SWLTCHING 322 4 129 as

PIN) & tow
PINS , 2, 5,7,3 $2 aq &O 52.7
SHORTER Veo? Veco
PIN HIGH

32 364 51.9

SHORTER Ver Veco

Vee. PIN 60
BONDING WIRE CATR CARRIER SockET PIN

CONDITION A-B (ry 70 B-< (my) vA (my)

PIN G Low
PINS 1,2,4.5,7,% SUZ TCHING 1.7 62 26.7 166 TI-&

IAG CAP. BETWEEN Ver™Veeg

PIN G HIGH
PENS 99 38 161 62

\ US CAP. EBETWEEN Ver
PIN, @ LOW

SHORTED Nee > Veco

PIN 6 RIGH
PINS 42,4,5,76% SWITCHING jo Ge 41 BYq 154 54

SHORTED VecP Veco t

o

O oF 29-8 162
PINS 5, SWITCHING

7O.2

:

:

r _ 3
:



SIMULATED PROPAGATION DELAYS OF OF F's

LEADING EDGE

PROPAGATLON DELAY TO ouTPUT PINS (NS)
2.. by 5 6 7CON DITron S

PIN & LOW 4.3 x3+ bp & 2.
SUTTCHING PLAS 12,4,5,7,6
PIN G HIGH 3. by Buy43 Baty 3 &
SWITCHING PINS 42,6,5,78
FIN G SWITCHING 26x x x x X
PINS 62,46,5,7%6 HIGh
SWITCHING Pine 42,& Uy by 35 35 3.5 3-5 3.5

Pins iy 2 TCHIANG 3-9 x x x
PINS &,5,6,7,@ HIGH
PINS 1.2 SWITCHING 3-92. x x x x
PINS 4,5,7,8 HIGW, PIN Low
PINS 42.6 HIGH 272.7 x 2.7 27
PINS &,5,7,8
PINs 2 Hraw, PIN G LOW w x 2.7 2-7 2.7
PINS 66.7,8
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THRE INDYUCTANCE OF THE BONBING-WIRE
BY USING THE FORMULA --
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

4

To: Distribution DATE: March 7, 1980 "" By):

FROM: John Druke / Roger Scott
DEpt: L.S.E.G,

#4588 #5136EXT:
LOC/MAIL stop: MRL-2/E47

SUBJECT: Study of the Effects of Various Cooling Parameters on Device Die Temperatures.

Introduction

The die temlerature of a device and the difference between the die temperature of
different d&@vices on a module has significant impact on the performance of the
Venus System. By effecting efficient thermal management of this system we will be
able to adequately control the die temperatures and the differences between them.

This report expresses the experimental set-up that is being used to study the effects
of various cooling parameters on the device die temperatures as well as some initial
results used as an example of the data being recorded.

Die Temperature Measurement

To measure the temperature of a single device, a thermal die can be used. The thermal
die is placed in the same package as the device being simulated. It has resistors that
can be powered to dissipate the required amount of heat and diodes which, with
the current passing through, have a temperature sensitive voltage drop and can
be calibrated so that the die temperature can be measured.

The schematic of a thermal die used to simulate an MCA chip is shown in Figure l.
The calibration of the diodes is accomplished by applying a 100 samp current
across the diode and immersing the device in an inert fluid bath. The temperatureof the bath is varied and temperature vs. voltage drop data recorded (See Figure 2.. ).When the experiments are conducted, the voltage drop across the diode is measured andthe temperature can be derived.
Die Placement at Module Level
Thermal dies simulating some different types of DIPs, RAMs, and MCAs will be usedto study various configurations of device placement on an extended hex module forthe Venus System.

The first set of tests use a module fully loaded with MCAs (Figure 3). From theseinitial tests, the time required for the system to reach thermal equilibrium wasfound and the slots in the CPU cage giving the worst thermal characteristics defined(These will be used to reduce the amount of future testing required. )

Future testing will include variations in the device arrangement. A boardpartially filled with MCA simulators will be tested to see when and what kind ofbaffles are needed. Then, DIP and RAM simulators will be added with the objectiveof defining rules for DIP and RAM placement as well as when heat sinks should beadded.
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Cabinet Mock-up

A mock-up of the Venus Cabinet was constructed to simulate what we expect the
final configuration to be. Figures 4 and 5 show the cabinet with the components
labeled.

Test Conditions

These tests were conducted in an ambient air temperature of 24°C.

The current supplied to the blowers was at 50 Zand 193 volts (Future tests will
reveal. the effects of having the current supplied at 60 hz and 230 volts.) 24.7
volts was supplied to each MCA simulator resulting in a nominal power dissipation of
4.5 watts each. Two modules were packed with resistors, powered to dissipate heat
and placed on each side of the thermal board to simulate actual running conditions.

Initial Experimental Resuits

The first set of data was recorded to determine the length of time required for the
system to reach thermal equilibrium. In subsequent experiments the system will
be allowed to run this length at time before temperature measurements are recorded.

After the first fifteen minutes the thermal dies were at roughly 90-95% of the
final readings. Over the next fifteen minutes, 21 of the thermal dies increased
their temperature readings by After fifteen more minutes 5 of the thermal
dies increased their temperature readings by 1°c. The next fifteen minutes saw 4
of the devices increase by 1°C. Over the next hour, two devices increased their
temperature by 1°C. (See Fig 6)

The conclusion drawn is that one hour is sufficient to allow thermal equilibrium
to be reached.

The next set of data was recorded to find the worst slots in the CPU area. A

sample of the data that was recorded is shown in Figures 7 and 8. The parameters
used to determine which of the slots were the "worst" were, the average device
temperature, the average air temperature rise across the board and the maximum.

die temperature difference. The results*are summarized in Table l.



Slot No Average Device 2 Lowest Device

-3-

2 Highest Device Max device Av. Air
Temp 7 Temp °c, Temp Die temp diff. Temp diff.

1 100 85, 88 111, 112 27 11.3
2 101 85, 89 113, 114 29 11.5
3 104 88, 90 117, 117 29 12.3
4 107 92, 9% 120, 124 32 14.7
5 106 91, 94 118, 118 27 14.1
6 106 90, 93 120, 121 31 12.9
7 107 90, 95 121, 122 32 12.9

106 90, 94 121, 122 32 12.6
9 103 87, 93 115, 116 29 12.8
10 103 87, 92 115, 116 29 12.9

NOT USED
12 102 87, 92 114, 117 30 11

TABLE 1

Arrows indicate worst slots.
* Data from device #26 was expelled on grounds of inconsistent performance.

As can be seen in Table 1, slots 4, 7, and 8 result in the greatest average device
temperatures and temperature differences. These three slots will be used as further
testing is conducted.

Conelusion
Besides setting us up to conduct future testing these initial data indicate some
interesting results. First of all, the device die temperature and the rise in air
temperature across the module are in the ball park of what we expected. The die toambient thermal resistances of the MCA simulating devices are close to what had been
predicted by the Thermal Engineering Group.

Secondly, for the first time, accurate measurements of the device die temperatures havebeen made. These temperatures give us an indication of the failure rate of a device.The die temperature difference between various devices can also be calculated.viously, the average air temperature rise across the board was used to give anindication of the device die temperature difference. The data indicate that thedevice die temperature difference is actually quite higher, in fact, more than twiceas great. This has some impact on the ability of devices to "communicate" with oneanother.

Pre-

Future testing will include finding cooling methods for modules extended outside ofthe card cage being probed, for defects, verification of heat sink optimization, makingbreadboard preparations and testing various airflow arrangements.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: VENUS MUFFLER EVALUATION AND PRELIMINARY NOISE MEASUREMENTS

1. On February 12 and 13, 1980, Steve Weston and I conducted air flow and noise
measurements on the VENUS mock-up. The first task was to evaluate the air flow
effects of the different mufflers. Steve had cut an inspection hole in thescroll of the center blower and covered it with plastic plate. This allowed
us to monitor the rpm of this blower with a stroboscope, which allowed us to
go back to the Torin supplied fan curves and determine the operating point ofthe blower. Table 1 shows the different mfflers, the rpm of the center blower
(taken with all three blowers on), and the derived cfm and static pressureconditions from the fan curves (the blower was also tested in our air flow
chamber - the cfm and s.p. versus rpm relationship agrees with the Torin in-
formation within 5%).

TABLE 1: EFFECT OF VARIOUS MUFFLERS ON AIR FLOW

2. We then measured the rear bystander position (1m out, 1.5 m up from floor)noise levels of each muffler.

TABLE 2: VENUS NOISE LEVELS WITH VARIOUS MUFFLERS
1. S curve mffler 68.8 dBA
2. Regular radius with dividers 67.8 aBA

Due to the marked superiority of the long muffler, the preliminary noise measure-ments were made with this muffler installed.
3. I then made 1 m measurements of the untreated unit with the long muffler in-stalled.

TABLE 3: VENUS MOCK-UP, UNTREATED, LONG MUFFLER
Rear = 64.0 dBA
Side -60.2 dBA
Front - 64.0 aBA

4. I then added absorption to the inside lower portion of the cabinet skins ~ around theair intaze plenum, sealed off the midcabinetand top gaps. 'The resulting sound level meas
front louvers, and taped the door, side,urements are:

TO: : DATE: 18 FEB 80
Jim McElroy, MRI-2/518 FROM: N. Chris Paulhus

CC: Barbara Donohue, ML8-3/T13 DEPT: Product Acoustics
Rob Hannemann, MLS-3/T13 EXT: 223-6871
Bob Lotz, ML8.3/T13 LOC/MAIL STOP: ML8-3/T13

1. S curve mffler 1640 rpm 480 efn 1.23 in. s.p.2. Regular radius with dividers 1645 rpm 470 cfm 1.27 in. s.p.3. Regular radius - no dividers 1625 rpm 505 cfm 1.15 in. &.D-4. Long nuffler 1635 rpm 490 1.20 in. s.p.

3. Regular radius no dividers 67.5 dBA
4. Long muffler 64.0 aBA



os MUFFLER EVALUATION AND
PRELIMINARY NOISE MEASUREMENTS _2_ 18 FEB 80

mpe

TABLE 4: VENUS MOCK-UP, TREATED, LONG MUFFLER
Rear -61.5 dBA
Side -57.0 dBA
Front ~ 59. 2 dBA

These average out (four sides) to just below our goal level of 60 dBA. The
treatments are crude approximations of what we expect to need in the final design.
They do indicate that with the installed blowers and the long muffler, the
60 dBA goal level is attainable.

5. The long muffler is a severe interference with cable space. A shorter muffler
would be 3 to 4 4B less effective. It appears that in order to go to the shorter
muffler, we need blowers that are 3 to 4 dB quieter. Our tests and calculations
of the installed blowers indicate that these units are 7 to 9 dB noisier than
we expect them to be. We should easily be able to find replacements that are
5 or 6 4B quieter than the Torin units now installed in the mock-up.

Our rough sound power measurements on the installed blowers indicate that we
should be looking for a blower with a sound power output of somewhere between
75 and 80 dBA Lw at the operating point. We will be able to refine this figurethis summer when our reverberation chamber is operating, allowing us to make
precision sound power measurements on blowers.



Derrick Chin
Chuck Butala,

VENUS POWER SYSTE4 AND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

POWER SUPPLIES

There is one power supply for the CPU Say and one power supply for
tne expansion mainory bay. The power supplies are configured from
various elemants of the aModular Power System (APS), presently
andar development by the Power Supply Engineering Sroup. The MPS
sonsists of an AC to 2C Input module from which several DC to DC
gutput regulators are powered. The Inout module rectifies three
ohus2 Line voltages into a caw 33) VDC ous. Fach outout regulator
then uses constant Frequency pulse width modulation at 59/195 Xnz
zo convert the 399 Vdc to the desired output voltage.
MPS units used are:

2559 watt input module
SV 200A autput regulator
5V 35A output regulator

Qutput regulator
Fij. 1 shows a block diagram of the power supplies. ECL voltayes
o -5.2V and -2.0V are directly tied in varallel wher2 oossidle to
ainimize voltage differences between any two ECL gates and thus
reduce ECL signal noise margin loss. Th2 following DC vower require-
ments w2ce calculated for CPU, 3 memory boards and 5 1/0 devices:

-5.2V @ 3404
-2.95V @ LISA
+5.0V @ 253A
+5.0V @ A2X (optionally battery backed up)
+12.9V 4 LA
-12.5V @ LA

Jotional battery back up will be available for backing up just the
dynaaic RAMS and refresh TTL logic of the main storage boards. A
43 volt battery with built in charger is converted up to 399 VOC to
hold up the 333 VDC bus 9 the input module. ALL other regulators
except the one being backed up, are turned of. Backup times range
from $43 minutes for 1 storage board to 5 minutes for 3 storage boards.
A Separate 190 nour battery back up will be available for the time-
of-year clock. The MPS can maintain proper output voltages for up to
12.5 milliseconds after line to nautral voltage drops below 94 VAC RMS.

The input modulas are designed to run off three phase power in the U.S.
and Canada. For other countries, an optional external transformarwill be available to handle the numerous different line voltages.Mechanically, the input modules and outout regulators are mounted side
by side above the VENUS logic boards to be cooled by air exiting fromthe logic. Estimates of sugply costs are YT3F are shown in Fig. 2ae
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FEATURES

Visual Aids
Por the regulators

module ok - Green LED
overcurrent - Rad LED
overvoltage ~ Red LED

Sor the input module
in addition to the ones for the regulators
ACOK - Sreen LED
Overtemp ianically latched colored disc

Logical Aids

Logic anable input - allows on/off control of
regulator by sonsole board
through diagnostic. Monitoring
of the module OK, signal then
allows identification of defective
regulator that is under console
board control.

+5% margining each regulator has logical inouts

under console board control.for margining the output voltage

Power Sequencing

Regulators will be powered on in the following sequence:

first - all +5V uaits for boards, I/) devices
and console TTL. These units are not under
console board control but are enabled on by
the auxiliary +12V output of the input modules.

second - all -5.2V uaits for ECL logic. These are under
console control.

third - all -2.9V units for ECL terminators. Tnuese
are under console control.

Power Modes

controls. All fans off. Battery back up
disconnected. Battery not being charged.

OFF no AC power at switched outlets of power

ON normal DC vower sequenced on if console board
is perational. All fans on. If installed,
battery back up available.

STAND3Y similar to IN 2xceot only RAMS and refresh
[TL logic o storage boards ar2 om. All other
voltajes are oft. hig allows sarvicing of
all poards except storaje boards aad ores2rves
momory data.



DC PIWER DISTRIBUTION

The VENUS PC poards have three connection paddles of 94 pins each
For a total of 292 pins per board. To maximiz2 the number of pinsavailable for signals in and out of the PC board, ground, -5.2V and
-2.0V are brought into the board through new power connectors
utilizing sections of the board that are presently unused. At the
two inner notches, special power connectors mate to four pads on
the board. These are ground connections. At both ends of the
board, additional power connectors mate to four other pads on the board.
These are for -5.2V and -2.0V. Forty of the finger pins are used for
additional ground, +5.0V, +12.0V and -12.9V. This scheme results in
2349 Sins available for signals compared to about 153 for the hex
board. Use of these special AMP power connectors require use of an
aluminum Erame througn which logic ground current flows and a pair ofhorizontal bars at both the top and bottom edges of the logic back-
panel for -5.2V and -2.0V distribution.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

{n addition to the electronics for implementing the above features,
DC output voltages, ambient temperature, logic board temverature rise
and blower rotation will be monitored. Also, should a thermal switchin a regulator be activated, provision will be made for identifyingthe regulator even after the thermal switch has cooled off and re-
opened. Tne electronics and electromechanical davices for all of the
above, will be contained in a unit referred to as the monitor board.Tnis will consist of a PC board plus a front panel on which LEDs andfuses will be mounted. The entire unit will plug into the powerSupply dackpanel and will have dimensions similar to an 35 ampereregulator.
DO Voltages
There will be voltage detectors for sensing when a given output voltageis not within its normal Operating range. Two means of implementingthe. detactors are being considered:

9
determined by a reference voltage and fixedresistors.

voltage comparators with Fixed limits

o A/D converter with 16 channel analog multi-plexers. Lookup tables for voltage limits and
decision-making will be located in the CPY.

Temperature And Adequate Air Flow
Ambient temperature will be measured. Adequacy of air flow will beindirectly measured by measuring the rise in temperature of the airflowing through the logic assembly.



Anbient Tamperature
A single linear thermistor network is mounted just below the logicassembly to measure incoming air temperature. When 32 degrees Cisexceeded (yellow zone), a warning is put out on the teletype. When42 degrees C is exceeded (red zone), a warning is put out on theteletype and a graceful power down sequence is initiated underdiagnostic control. The yellow zone signal is also useful forwarning that peripheral devices such as discs etz., may be operating. beyond their recommended maximum temperatures.
Logic Tamoaerature Differential
Taree Lingar thermistor networks are mounted diractly above the logicasseably, on2 network under 2ach blower. They are used in tonjunctionwith the ambient thermistor network to measure logic air temperaturediffereatals greater than 13 degrees such as caused by blower Failure,aic flow blockage or dirty air filters. when a 10 degrees C differentialis exceeded, a warning is put out on the teletype.
Blower Rotation
Su2 to the wide variation of conditions under which the system mustOperate, 2.g. low line to high line and sea level to 3993 Eeet alti-tude, it may be possible for a blower to fail without sausing thelogic air temperature differential to be 2xceeded. It is stilldesirable to identify the failed blower. Hall Effact switches aredesigned to be mounted inside the blower housing. A magnet is usuallymounted on tne rotating portion of the blower so that it passes closeto the dall Effect switch mounted an a Stationary portion of theSlower. Every time the magnet passes the switch, a pulse is amittedfrom the switch. Timing circuits will be orovided on the monitorboard to detect minimun blower rotational spaed or stoppage.
Tnermal Shutdown
A thermal switch is located in 2ach output regulator. [ts orimarypurpose is to close when the heat sink on which it is mounted exc2edsa certain temperature due to a fault in the regulator. This tempera-ture may also be axceeded if both yellow zone and red zone warningsdo not result in praventive measures being taken. Whan a thermalswitch is closed, a bicolored (black/yellow) magnetized disc flips Fromblack to yellow and the power control is turned off throughthe DEC remote power bus. Th2 disc will remain in the yellow positionwith power off and even with subsequent power on. A pushbuttonis used to manually reset all the discs. There is one disc for eachoutpus regulator.
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The MECL 10,000 Macrocell Array was developed for custo-
mers requiring complex high speed custom LSI circuits.
A unique CAD interface provides an economical solution
for custom circuits while providing fast turn-around
time.

The material presented in this manual should enable the

reader to determine whether the macrocell array will
meet his system requirements. Also the reader will be

able to partition his system into blocks using the Macro-

cell Library. An application example shows the logic
implementation af an 8 X @ 2's complement multiplier and

a worksheet shows the metal interconnect.

I. INTROOUCTION

The semiconductor industry has previously satisfied the
customer's demand for LSI using three approaches:

1) Standard LSI circuits for volume production and

Towest cost per function.
2) Custom circuits with high volume in order to

Tower development cost.
3) Gate arrays with medium volume requiring a metal

interconnection mask.

The first approach, using standard LSI, such as the



M1Q800 family, is a very economical approach. However,

many LSI functions that customers require are very com-

plex, specialized, and in some cases proprietary.

The second approach provides the customer with custom

circuits but the turn-around time can be 1 to 2 years.
The custom approach also means the Semiconductor manu-

facturer must provide more design people to interface
with the customer in developing custom chips requiring
high development costs.

The third approach, using gate arrays, provides a quicker
turn-around time since the basic array can be fabricated

up to metallization. However, designing with gates re-

quires the customer to interconnect simple gates into a

common MSI and SSI functions normally used in logic de-

sign. This results in a Tonger MSI propagation delay

compared to building the functions directly using ECL

series gating techniques. Also, the interconnecting
metal makes the chip larger than a custom designed cir-
cuit. Finally, there is the customer interface problem

of handling and producing the metal masks and the test-

ing of the packaged arrays.
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TI. MACROCELL ARRAY CONCEPT

The approach taken by Motorola is the development of the
MECL 10K MACROCELL ARRAY with industry standard MECL 1OK,

compatibility. The array is an extension of the gate
array concept presently being used in mainframe computers.
Instead of gates, each cell in the array contains uncon-
nected transistors and resistors. There are standard

logic elements such as a dual D flip flop, dual full
adder, quad latch, and many other functions. These macros
are interconnected using series gated ECL structures in
order to optimize performance. Presently a library of
85 logic functions, called Macros, can be selected. Thus,
the designer need only be concerned with interconnecting
the logic functions contained in the library. There are
a total of 106 cells on each Macrocell Array chip. A CAD

(computer aided design) system containing the cell library
speeds up the option development while simplifying the de-
signer/Motorola interface. The CAD System is operated via
standard time sharing terminals to design the interconnects,
to check out the performance of the design, and to generate
the custom metal patterns which complete the IC processing
sequence.

A new process called MOSAIC I (see Figure 1) is used in
the Macrocell Array in order to achieve the high perfor-
mance requirements of .9ns (typical) for internal gate



delays. The process forms a non-walled emitter and a

walled base. An oxide isolation between devices is ac-

complished with an isotropic etch. . The peaking of the

oxide is controlled and monitored to guarantee flatness
during processing. The peaking of the oxide is maintained

to less than 4000 A thick. The first layer metal is

10,000 A thick which covers the peaking of the oxide re-

liably. A nitride surface covers the oxide so that the

metal system is over nitride which is normal in other MECL

processes. The base and emitter diffusions are controlled

by ion implantation to a junction depth used in other pro-
cesses. Also, the oxide isolated process achieves a high

packing density while achieving good yields.

The high. packing density of the Macrocell Array lowers

system component count, reduces power dissipation (by a

factor of 5 over discrete logic), while increasing system

speed and reliability. Up to 50 discrete IC logic pack-

ages can be replaced by one Macrocell Array. Parts can be

developed in a short period of time for a new product.

Interconnects remain proprietary to the customer.

Customer product development is speeded up with a 12 week

turn-around from the time the customer gives the go ahead

for generating the metal mask until he receives the finish-
ed parts.
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In summary, the MECL LOK Macrocell Array achieves over

discrete IC logic:
1)

2)

3)

4)

3)

6)

A reduction in part count of up to 50 to l.
A reduction in power of 5 to l.
Fast internal delays of .9ns typical.
An "equivalent" gate delay of .6ns for many

macrocells.
A large selection of macros.

And proprietary custom parts at a relatively
Tow cost.
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III. MACROCELL ARRAY DESCRIPTION

There are a total of 106 cells organized on the Macro-

cell Array chip as shown in Figure 2. There are 48 major

cells (M), 32 interface cells (I), and 26 output cells (0).
All macrocell array chips are built from a standard semi-

conductor diffusion set up to metalization. Appendix A

contains a cell library of 85 logic functions called macros.

A macro (sometimes called macrocell) is a first layer metal

intraconnection pattern that interconnects the components

of a cell into a specific logic function. There are 54

macros for major cells, 14 macros for interface cells,
and 17 macros for output cells. The CAD system contains

the required first layer metalization pattern for each

macro as well as the I/0 ports.

Each major cell can be divided into two independent half

cells, an upper half and a lower half. As an example, the

upper half of a major cell could be designated a 0 flip
flop (% of M31 in Appendix A) and the lower half a full
adder (+ of M52).

The power, ground, and bias supply lines are not shown in

Figure 2. These interconnects are automatically accamp-

lished by the CAD system. Figure 2 shows only the free

channels that are used by the designer to interconnect the



cells in the array. Thel00°channels in the vertical
direction are accomplished on first layer metal while
the 130 channels in the horizontal direction are accomp-

lished on second layer metal. Note that the second layer
metal can be placed over the cell without interferring
with the macro in that cell since all macros are intra-
connected on first layer metal. The second layer metal

is separated from the first layer by an oxide isolation.
Metal runs on the chip have little affect on delay times
because of the oxide isolation between metal and active
devices. Connections between ist layer and 2nd layer
metal are accomplished with VIA's. The interconnecting
of calls on the array can be compared to routing signal
lines on a two sided PC board.

The important features of the array are listed in Figure
3. The array could contain up to 1192 equivalent gates
if all the major cells contain dual full adders, M52 (a
total of 96 adders at 10 gates per adder) and the inter-
face and output cells contain latches, [14 and 014 (a
total of 58 latches at 4 gates per latch). The number of
equivalent gates for each macro can be found by counting
the number of gates given in the library (Appendix A).
Note that a 2 input exclusive OR gate is counted as 3
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D. VIA PLACEMENT RESTRICTIONS

In the routing alleys (see Figure 2) the only restriction
on via's (connection between 1st and 2nd layer metal) is
that adjacent horizontal via's are not allowed. This
restriction has very little impact on laying our a cir-
cuit. Adjacent vertical and adjacent diagonal via's
are allowed.
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E. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The Macrocell Library in Appendix A contains the per-
formance characteristics of each macro logic function.
The worst case propagation delay is specified for Vee =

-5.2 volts +10% and a Tj max = 130°C, the maximum

operating junction termperature is 165°C. A 10%

lower power dissipation can be obtained by operating
the chip at the Tower Vee limit of -4.68 volts. If
the array is operated above the 130° junction temp-
erature, a slight degradation of the propagation delay
numbers in Appendix A will occur (approximately 15%

when the junction temperature is 165°C).

In order to maintain a reasonable junction temperature
(and adequate noise margins), the customer is required
to connect a Motorola recommended heat sink to the
package and operate the device with a recommended air
Flow of 1000 Ifpm(linear feet per minute). This combin-
ation results in a Oya (thermal resistance from junction
to ambient) of 15°C/watt. If the system designer main-
tains the ambient temperature at 55°C, then a 5 watt
maximum chip dissipation would result ina junction
temperature of 130°C (thus, there would not be any
Propagation delay degradation for the numbers given in
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Appendix A). For high utilization of the chip (around
90%), the typical power dissipation will be around
four watts.

The performance of the macros specified in Appendix A
in regards to fanout and loading is as follows.

For the Major and Interface Cell macros, the maximum
values given for propagation delay are for a1 or 2 ma

Output follower current driving a fan-out of 3 or a
-5 ma output follower current driving a fan-out of 1.

For the output cell macros, the maximum propagation de-
lay for the Y output is specified at 2.2 ns from the
50% point of the input to the 50% point of the output
when driving a 50 ohm Toad (a 25 ohm load for 016 and
017 driver) to -2 volts.

The Output Cell macros can be used as interface cells
by using the Yl output. The maximum propagation delay
for the Yl. output driving a fan-out of three is 1.5 ns
when the Y output is not used. (2.2 mS when the Y output
is used).

:

>



Metal Interconnect Langth

The metal interconnect between the macros inthe array

represents a line capacitance (.005 pf./mil maximum for

both first and second layer metal) to the driving gate.

This Tine capacitance primarily effects the fall time

at the gate output and causes a slight degradation

in propagation delay. Figure 2 shows the dimensions

of the chip so that the metal

interconnect length can be closely approximated.

The propagation delay degradation (due to metal length)

for the output switching from high to low (Atpd-) for

various output follower currents is as follows:

Atpd- = .6 ps/mil for 2ma output follower
current

Atpd- = 1.4 ps/mil for Ima output follower
current

Atpd- = 3.8 ps/mil for .5ma output follower
Current

The propagation delay degradation (due to metal length)

for the output switching from Tow to high ( tpd+) for

-5, 1, Or 2ma Output follower current is:

Atpd+ = .6 ps/mil
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For long lines, a 2ma output follower current should

be used to minimize delay degradation and skew. A line
that is 100 mils Tong will increase the propagation de-

Tay (tpd-) of the driving macro by 60 ps for 2ma follower
current or 380 ps for a .5ma follower current. These

are worst case numbers. The delay degradation due to metal

Tength on the input to the chip and on the output of

the chip is negligible and may be ignored. The reason

for this is the low impedance drive of the driving gate

(normally 50 ohms).

2. Fanout

The propagation delay degradation due to fan-out has been

analyzed by computer simulation. The results show that

the fan-out delay degradation (for the output going high

or low) is Atpd = 60 ps/fan-out for .5, 1, or 2ma output

follower current.

This equation is good for a fan-out of up to 3 for .5ma output

follower current, a fan-out of 6 for Ima output follower

current, and a fan-out 12 for 2ma output follower current.
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The propagation delay of a macro given in Appendix A

must be increased by 60 ps/fan-out for fan-outs.of
4 or more with output follower currents of 1 or 2ma.

For a .5ma output follower current the propagation de-

lay must be increased by 60 ps/fan-out for fan-outs
of 2 or more.

As an example of delay degradation due to fan-out and

metal length, assume that a 4 - 1 MUX is driving a

fan-out of 5 with a total interconnect jenght of 100

mils. From Appendix A the propagation delay from

data input to output is 1.5ns (tpd). If a Ima output
follower is selected, then the increase in delay due

to the fan-out is 120ps and 140ps for the metal Jength.
Then, the total propagation delay is 1.76ns. If a 2ma

"ouput follower current is selected, then the total
delay would be reduced slightly to 1.68ns. A .5ma

output follower current is normally used in non-cri-
tical delay paths in order to save power.

3. Rise Time

When. external inputs drive the array, the rise and

fall times should be Ins (20 to 80%) in order to meet
the propagation delay specified in Appendix A. Slower
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rise and fall times increase the propagation delay.
When a-MECL 10K gate with a 3.3 ns max rise and fall
time drive the array, 400 ps delay should be added to

the input macro delay time. For a 2ns édge, 175ps

delay should be added.

For each nanosecond increase in rise or fall time,
175ps in delay should be added. The output rise and

fall times of the output cell is Ins min, 1.5ns

typical. If the maximum output rise and fall time

is 2.5ns then 265ps should be added to the input
macro delay time when one macrocell array is driving
another.

THESE SANE WUNBERS Apply WHEN
ExTERVEL DRIVE INTERPAAL CELLS
(re MAR cells) t ovTpuT

4. Input Follower

All the pins that are not used for power can be used

as inputs to the array. [Inputs from the bonding pad

pins can be connected to inputs of major, interface,
or output cell macros. However, if the input pin is

connected to an input follower (denoted by asterisk, *)

of a major cell macro, a maximum of 300ps should be

added to the propagation delay due to possible soft
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MOTOROLA TO SPEC THIS WORST CASE DOsaturation under worst case canditions ONTL WE CAN
BRING INPUTS WTO_LMAJOR CELL howe 1A PUESTHAT IS

In addition, the ECL outputs (outside the chip)VY

driving an input follower of a major cell, should
be loaded with 50 ohms to -2 volts in order to keep

Voy at specified limits (a 510 ohm load would result
in a higher Voy) The reason for this slight restric-
tion can be seen by comparing the input follower
circuit of a major cell macro (Figure 5) and an

interface cell macro (Figure 7). The interface
cell macro contains an extra diode in order to prevent
soft saturation under worst case conditions. The
diode and a couple of other components were not added
to the major cell in order to reduce chip size. Also
the diode adds an extra 100ps of delay. Since most
connections to the input of major cell macros would
be internal connections, components were reduced
and propagation delay was optimized. No extra delay
need be added when circuit inputs to the array are
connected to the top portion of the current tree
(inputs A and C in Figure 5) of a major cell. Also
no extra delay need be added when any circuit input
of a major cell macro is connected to the output
of other interface or major cell macros in the array.
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If the Yl output of the Output Cell macro is driving
the input follower of a Major Call macro, 300ps should
be added to the propagation delay if the Y output (of
the same output macro) is unloaded. If the Y output is
loaded externally with 50 chas, then 150ps should be

added to the propagation delay. The reason is the

same as given above for an external MECL signal driving
an input follower of a Major Cell macro. The Yl out-
put has normal 10K voltage levels instead of the reduced

am add}ona)
A

650mv internal levels. The internal voltage levels are

more fully discussed in Section I.
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F. Wire ORing

Outputs of interface and major cells can be tied

together to form a wired OR function. The sum total
output follower current allowed with wire QRed

outputs is 2mA. Up to four outputs can be tied
together for a total output follower current of 2mA.

Up to two outputs can be tied together for a total
output follower current of 1 to 2mA (.5mA not allowed).
With wire ORing it is recommended that the output
follower current be divided equally among the out-
puts. For instance, when four outputs are tied
together each output should be selected for .5mA.

When outputs are tied together, current will flow
from the output that is "high" to the load resistors.
located at other outputs. This current causes a

smal] IR droo. which decreases the noise margin.
The maximum IR drop allowed is 25mV. The resistance
of first layer metal is .2 ohms/mil while the
resistance for second layer metal is .062 ohms/mil.
For instance. assume there is a metal run of 100 mils
total between two outputs tied together where 50 mils
is on first layer and 50 mils is on second layer.
A imA output follower current at each Output would
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mean that ImA of current would flow from the output
that is "high" to the other cutput when in the "Tow"

state. This could cause a voltage drop of 10mV on

first layer and 3.1mV on second layer for a total
drop of 13.1mV. The wired OR outputs should be

physically as close as possible to reduce loss of

noise margin.

Wire ORing of internal macro outputs will cause

some degradation which should be added to the

propagation delay specified in Appendix A. The

propagation delay degradation for the output falling,

tod is a maximum of

= 20ps/wire-OR

This degradation is small since the delay is due to

a very small capacitance associated with the

additional output device on the line. The propagation

delay for the output rising, t + is much larger
as shown in the Table 1 below. When two macro outputs

are wire ORed and both are in the "low" state, one

output could be supplying more current to the load

At
pd

pd

resistors than the other output (called current

hogging). When the output that is supplying the
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smallest amount of current switches to the "high"
state, it must now supply all of the current result-
ing in the additional delay shown in Table 1. The

Table also shows the allowable combination of the

number of wire OR's versus the required total output
follower current.

Table 1. Maximum Delay Degradation for
Qutput Rising, At_,+, Yersus the

Number of Wire OR's and Output

Follower Current.

Total Output At
p d

+ in ps

Follower Current Wired Wired Wired

(mA) OR of 2 QR af 3 OR of 4

1.0 150

1.5 225 275

2.0 300 350 400

Wire ORing of the output emitter followers of the

output macros (Y output) is not allowed on the chip
due to voltage drops on the chip. However, a wire
OR of two Y output may be connected on the chip when.

using the bonding pads that have two emitter followers
(pins 67, 68, 1, 2, 16, 17, 18, and 19). A wire OR
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of two or more Y outputs can be performed outside
the package but this reduces the number of bonding
pads available for other input signals.

Eight of the 26 bonding pads have two output emitter
followers for driving 25 ohms when the driver of the
transceiver macros is connected. A ninth 25 ohm

driver is possible by connecting the output of the
transceiver macro to two adjacent bonding pads that
have single emitter followers and connecting these

pads outside the package (it is not allowed to connect
these pads on the chip).

It should be noted that the delays shown in Table 1

are specified for wire ORing of interface and major

cell macro outputs as well as the Yl output of the

output call macros.
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G. VOLTAGE LEVELS

All input and output levels (including input thresholds)
of the Macrocell Array are specified exactly the same as

the MECL 10,000, MECL 10800, and MECL III families over

the temperature range. [n addition, the Macrocell Array
is voltage compensated so that it can be operated over a

range of Vee
= -4.68 volts to -5.72 volts with little

change in performance. The voltage tracking rates are:
1) AVouy

= LOmv/volt
2) AVagy 7 45mv/volt
3) AVory = 60mv/volt

The output levels and input thresnolds are the same for
devices that have the same ambient temperature even

though the junction temperature of the devices can be

different. This is partly accomplished in the design
of the bias driver. The bias driver is designed to auto-
matically adjust the bias voltages according to the cur-
rent being drawn through the Vee pin. If part A uses
One watt (the junction temperature will be 40°C at 25°C

ambient) and part B uses five watts (the junction temper-
ature will be 100°C at 25°C ambient) the following vol-
tages would result:
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PART A PART 8

Veg -1.2806 1.2790

Vegi -2.0639 ~1.9701

Ves -3.9812 -4.0468

Vou -0.9296 -0.9146

Vou -1.7343 -1.7466

As can be seen above the voltages remain fairly constant

even though the difference in the junction temperature is

large. These voltages also remain constant for two identi-
cal arrays from different lots. For instance, part 8 of

lot 1 may dissipate 3.875 watts minimum and part 8 from

Tot 2 may draw 6.125 watts maximum. in conclusion, the

junction temperature differentials due to variations in

lee are taken care of as standard design practice in the

design of every MECL device. The parametric voltage
levels (such as and Vita) which speci-

fy noise margin are tested and specified over temperature

and include variation of junction temperature due to

variations in Tee and output power. These levels

are guaranteed for the Macrocell Array when using the

THA'

recommended heat sink and 1000 lfpm of air flow. Under

these conditions, the is 15 + 2°c/watt
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H. NOISE MARGINS

The worst case noise margins (NM) for the Macrocell

Array over temperature (0 to 70°C ambient) for a Veg
=

-5.2 volts in Nigh = 125mv, NM = 155mv. TheseLow

values assume that the recommended heat sink and 1000

lfpm is used. The Veg regulation and the ambient

temperature differentials between packages will reduce

these numbers slightly.

Figure 11 shows a tabulation of noise margins for a

10°C ambient temperature differential between packages
combined with power supply regulation of #2%, 0 to 5%,

and +5%. With a 1000 lfpm af air flow, a temperature
differential of 10° max is realistic.

When the Macrocell Array is used, power supply regula-
tion has a negligible effect on noise margins. It is
interesting to note that it is actually possible to

gain noise margin when intermixing the voltage compen-

sated Macrocell Array and MECL 10K.
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IT. INTERNAL VOLTAGE LEVELS

The output voltage levels of the Interface, and Major

call macros (and receivers of Output cell macros) are

as follows for inputs at Vina min. and ViLA max.

OUTPUT FOLLOWER Vou VoL
Current (ma) - (volts) (volts)

2 -1.0 -1.64
1 -.975 -1.62

-.95 -1.6.5

Note that the internal output voltage swing is smaller

than the external output voltage swing. The input thres-

hold voltage is the same as specified for MECL 10K of

y 1.105 volts and y
IHA min ILA max = -1.475. The rea-

son for. the smaller swing is to maintain high speed

operation.

As discussed the previous section, noise margin between

chips in a system is determined by the voltage regulation

(line drops) and temperature differentials. However on

the chip, the temperature is. constant with essentially
0°c temperature differential. Each of the macro functions on the

chip have the game" value of power supply voltage (due to common mode

on the chip) regardless of. the external power supply regulation.

Therefore, the noise margin for the internal voltage swings is:
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NM,
= 1105-1000 = 105mv

NM)
= 1600-1475 = 125mv

Veg
= -5.2v

The noise margins get larger for Veg >5.2 volts. If
Vee = -5.2v + 5% (Veg will get as low as -4.96 volts),
then the internal noise margins will be reduced slightly
to NM = 96mv and NM = 121mv.

The short line length of interconnections internal to

the chip eliminates the need for transmission lines. In

general, internal noise immunity will be greater than

H

the noise immunity between chips in a system.

The output voltage swing for the Yl output of the Output
Cell macros is larger than the internal voltage swings
of the other macros. The reason is that the Y output of
the output cell must be 10K voltage compatible so the

voltage at the base of the output emitter follower has

a larger swing. If the Y output is loaded with 50 ohms

to -2 volts, the Yl output levels are Vou
= -.90 volts

and Vor = -1.7 volts. If the Y output is unloaded, the
Yl sutput levels are Vou

= .83 volts and Vo) = 1.7 volts.
The noise margin for the Yl output is larger than the
numbers indicated above due to the larger voltage swing.
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VI. PACKAGING

A new LSI package is being used for the Macrocell Array
as shown in Figure 13. The 68 pin leadless package has

been developed in accordance with the "JEDEC LSI package
standard". 3M and Kyocera are manufacturers of the pack-
age. In high speed systems, long lead frames are not

Suitable because of the large inductance of the leads.
The leadless package improves system reliability by re-

ducing the failure rate due to mechanical features of

bending leads and replacement damage. The package has

17 connection terminals per side on .Q5" centers. The

IC chip mounts to a ceramic base measuring .95 inches on

a side. Gold plated metal on the base piece routes sig-
nals and power from the package edge to the IC chip.
The Macrocell Array chip is die attached to the package

using a preform which provides an excellent thermal

interface between the die and the ceramic. The thermal

resistance of the device from the junction to the case

is less than S°C/watt. Figure 10 shows the chip wire

bonded to the package. A ceramic cover fits on top of

package to provide a hermetic seal.

The package is mounted upside down from conventional
IC practice with the base of the chip on the top side

away from the PC board. A heat sink (such as the
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Wakefield #4493) is attached (by the customer) to the

package on the same ceramic piece as the IC chip for

very efficient heat transfer. Figure 14 shows the heat

sink attached to the package being mounted in a connec-

tor manufactured by AMP. This connector can be soldered

to the PC board or held in place with a mounting bolt.
The leadless package is held in the connector with a

spring clip. There are 68 package pins in order to

facilitate testing and trouble shooting. The input pin

capacitance of the package going to the

input on the chip has been measured to be around 2.5p7.

Another method of mounting the leadless package to the

PC board is shown in Figure 15. The method consists of

mounting stand-off pins or metal clips, manufactured by

Berg Electronics, to tne package. The metal clips come

in strips that are connected to the leadless package by

wave soldering. The package can now be connected to the
PC board by also using reflow soldering techniques.

The thermal resistance from junction to ambient is 15°% /w

with heat sink attached ta the package and 1000 lfpm
of air flow. If the air flow is reduced to 500 Ifpm, 034 2.

increases to 19°C/watt. Without a heat sink and 1000
:

Ifpmof air flow the 0), is 20°C/watt.
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